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 CHAPTER IV 

RESEARCH FINDING 

 

This chapter provides the formulation of research questions discussed in this 

study, there are speech acts used by Sammy as the main character in Sammy's 

Adventures movie script based on speech act theory by Yule (1996) and types of 

illocutionary act by Searle (1975). 

A. Summary of Finding 

After watching, reading, understanding and analyzing Sammy's Adventures 

movie script, the researcher found that there are several speech acts contained 

in the movie script. Based on the theory of Yule (1996) therelarejthree typeslof 

speechlacts, namelynlocutionarynacts, illocutionarypacts, andhperlocutionary 

acts. Continued by Searle's theory, there are five typesjoftillocutionarycacts, 

namelytrepresentativefact, directivelact, commissivesact, expressivedact, and 

declarativepact. In this study, researcher found representative appear with 97 

utterances, directive act appear with 63 utterances, commissive act appear with 

2 utterances, expressive act appear with 70 utterances, in declaration act there 

is one utterance, namely christening, and in perlocutionary act by Sammy in 

Sammy’s Adventures movie script appear with 43 utterances, dominated by 

causing effect of perlocutionary act from Sammy as the speaker that addressed 

to the hearer. The details of the data numbers are described in the table below, 
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Table 4.1 Types of Speech Act in Sammy’s Adventures Movie. 

No

. 

Types of Speech 

Act 

Types of 

Action 

Amount of 

Data 

Total 

Number 

1 Locutionary Act - 235 235 

2 Illocutionary Act    
 

a. Representative Narrating 21  

 

 

 

97 

Stating 2 

Asserting 18 

Agreeing 4 

Telling 25 

Informing 23 

Predicting 1 

Convincing 2 

Guessing 1  
b. Directive Act Questioning  43  

 

63 
Ordering 14 

Suggesting 3 

Requesting 3  
c. Comissive Act Refusing 2  

4 Planning 2  
d. Expressive Act Scaring 11  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

70 

Realizing 5 

Surprising 18 

Greeting 4 

Welcoming 4 

Confusing 7 

Joy 6 

Doubting 8 

Regretting 2 

Thanking 2 

Apologizing 1 

Dislikes 1 

Praising 1 
 

e. Declarative Act Christening 1 1 

3 Perlocutionary Act  - 43 43 

 

B. The Types of Speech Act of Sammy’s Adventures Movie 
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Locutionary act is the literal meaning of the utterances, all of Sammy's 

utterances as the main character in Sammy's Adventures movie include 

locutionary acts. For each types of illocutionary acts and perlocutionary acts are 

explained below, 

1. Representatives 

Representative is utterances that according to what the speaker believes. 

The types of representative are stating, describing, asserting, concluding, 

boasting, claiming, assessing, informing, explaining, telling, complaining, 

predicting, arguing, convincing, narrating, and agreeing. 

Utterance 1 

Man:    Whoohoohoo! 

VW driver:   Hey!tMove outtof thetway, youtcrazytturtle! 

Sammy: Humans. Heh. Seems to me like they're always in a 

hurry. But they have nowhere to go. That was my 

oldtbuddy Raytback there. He almosttgot himself 

runtover. Heh. Wetwere born on this very same 

beach some 50 years ago. And we've been buddies 

ever since. Today's a special day. We're both gonna 

be grandads. Imagine that. It could take a while 

before the little ones hatch, though, so let me take 
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you back in time... and tell you about our first 

encounter with the humans. 

 Theretwas attime whentthis beachtwas practically 

deserted. Nothing out here but us turtles and the 

sound of those beautiful waves. 

Illocutionary act: the utterance Humans.lHeh.lSeemsttormerlikefthey're 

alwayslinlarhurry. Butthey havetnowhere totgo. Thattwas mytold buddy 

Raytback there. Hetalmost gothimself runrover. Heh. Wetwere bornton 

thistvery sametbeach somet50 yearstago. Andtwe've beentbuddies ever 

since. Today's atspecial day. We'retbothtgonnatbe grandads. Imagine 

that. Ittcould take atwhile beforetthe littletones hatch, though, sotlet me 

taketyou backtin time... andttell youtabouttour first encountertwith the 

humans. Theretwas attime whentthis beachtwas practicallytdeserted. 

Nothingtout heretbut ustturtles andtthe sound oftthose beautifultwaves 

included narrating of representative act. Sammy was narrating to the 

audience about his childhood with his friend. This utterance categorized as 

respresentative act. He was narrating to audience about his buddy and the 

beach where they were born. 

Perlocutionary act: - 

Utterance 2 

Sammy's brother:   Hey! Cometon! Youtneed tothustle atflipper. 
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Sammy:    I can't get out. 

Sammy's brother 2:   Let's go! Totthe water! Time's atwasting! 

Sammy's brother:   See ya in 30 years! 

Illocutionary act: the utterance I can't get out included asserting of 

representative act. In this scene, Sammy was a little turtle that asserting to 

his brothers that he couldn’t  get out from the sand. This utterance is 

categorized as representative act. He was asserting to his brothers that he 

still struggle from the sand and couldn’t get out. 

Perlocutionary act: - 

Utterance 3 

Sammy:   Hello? Hello? Istanybody uptthere? 

Sammy:  I was onlytfive minutes old, andtalready I had the 

sinking feeling that l was not going to make it. 

Illocutionary act: the utterance Itwas onlytfive minutestold, andtalready I 

hadtthe sinkingtfeeling thattl wastnot goingtto maketit included narrating 

of representative act. Sammy was narrating what happened when he was a 

new born baby. This utterance is categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary act: - 

Utterance 4 
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Shelly:  Cometon, don't givetup! You cantstill make it. You havetto 

try! Gettup! I'll help you! No! Lettgo!tHelp me! Help! Help! 

Sammy:  Shelly? Shelly?! Uhh!  

Sammy:  Andtso it begantfor me a little nudge to start me off. 

Nonetheless, I was on my way. 

Illocutionary act: the utterance Andtso ittbegan fortme a littletnudge to 

starttme off. Nonetheless, Itwas ontmytway included narrating of 

representative act. He was narrating to the audience how he started his 

journey. This utterance is categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary act: - 

Utterance 5 

Sammy:  Uhh! 

Ollie:  Hitthere. New to the current? 

Sammy:  Uh, yesterday. 

Ollie:  Awfultyoung to betall alone outtthere. Ittcan get 

prettytscary! 

Sammy:  Scary? 

Illocutinary act: the utterance Uh, yesterday included informing of 

representative act. Sammy was informing to Ollie that he was a new born 
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baby who was born yesterday. This utterance is categorized as 

representative act. 

Perlocutionary act: - 

Utterance 6 

Sandra:  Uhh, nevertmind them. Justtgo withtyour instincts, 

andtyou'll be fine. Youthave no reason to be scared. 

Sammy:   I'm not scared. 

Jacko:  Well, youtshould be! You're not even a snack for most 

creaturestout here! 

Illocutionary act: the utterance I’m not scared included asserting of 

representative act. Little Sammy was asserting that he did not afraid of what 

his friends said that there could be something out there that could endanger 

his life. This utterance categorized as representative act. He was asserting 

that he did not afraid to face his new world out there. 

Perlocutionary act: - 

Utterance 7 

Ray:  Howtlong youtbeen on the journey? 

Sammy:  Just one day. 

Ray:  Me, too! Caughttthe drift uptnorth. 

Sammy:  Sotdid I! 
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Illocutionary Act: the utterance Just one day included informing of 

representative act. Sammy informed to Ray that he was only one day on his 

journe. This utterance categorized as representtaive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Uteerance 8 

Ray:    Me, too! Caught the drift up north. 

Sammy:   So did I! 

Ray:    Say, we have a lot in common, you and me. 

Sammy:   Wanna hop on? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance So did I! Included assserting of 

representative act. Sammy was asserting to Ray that he also had the same 

story like Ray did. This utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 9 

Ray:    Nah, I'm okay. 

Sammy:   Oh. Okay. 

Ray:  It was a joke! You know, seeing that we're supposed 

to be floating around until we grow up and all… this 

little raft of yours could come in handy. This ain't 

bad. Now, are you sure about this? I don't want to get 
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all friendly like, and then you go wacky on me one 

day, or want to kick me off. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Oh. Okay included informing of 

representative act. Sammy infomed to Ray that he was okay with what Ray 

said to him. This utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 10 

Ray:  Brothers. Itlike that. Ahh. Thetsun feels good, don't 

it? I liketlaying outtin thetsun. Goodtfor my skin. 

'Cause, youtknow, when a turtle gets all dried up and 

everything, itgets all flaky and ugly. I don't like that... 

Sammy:  And that'sthow l met Ray. Hetwas definitely a 

charactertalways fun, andtnever at a loss for words. 

Fortten years or so, our life in the open sea 

consisted of mainly floating and waiting. 

Illocutonary Act: the utterance Andttthat's howttl mettRay. Hetwas 

definitelyta character - always fun, andtnever atta loss fortwords. Fortten 

yearstor so, ourtlife in thetopen seatconsisted oftmainly floatingtand 

waiting included narrating representtaive act. Sammy was narrating to the 

audience about his met with Ray and became a good friend. This utterance 

categorized as a representative act.  
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Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 11 

Ray:  Ooh, I love them! Theytdo give metgas, though. 

Sammy:  Youtknow, despitetall the stories I heard, thetocean 

didn't seem like a scary place after all. 

 It wasta pretty greattlife out here. Timetjust seemed 

to fly by. Before we knew it, we had… well, we'd 

grown up. Well, almost grown up, that is. 

Ray:  This is the life, buddy! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Youtknow, despitetall the storiestI heard, 

thetocean didn'ttseem liketa scary placetafter all. Ittwas a prettytgreat life 

outtthere. Timetjust seemedtto flytby. Beforetwe knew it, wethad… well, 

we'dtgrown up. Well, almosttgrown up, that is included narrating of 

representative act. Sammy was narrating to the audience that what was said 

about the scary ocean actually not that bad. This utterance categorized as 

representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 12 

Sammy:  Notgas problems today, Ray? 
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Ray:  Mmm. Feelingtpretty good! Bytthe way, didtyou 

noticetthose two cutiestleaving when we were coming 

in? 

Sammy:  No, didn’t seetthem. 

Ray:  Hey, they were checking you out. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance No, didn’t see them included informing of 

representative act. Sammy informed to Ray that he was not seeing anything 

even about the two girls that Ray was referring to. This utterance 

categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 13 

Ray:  Hey, theytwere checkingtyou out. 

Sammy:  No, they weren't. 

Ray:  Oh, yeah. Hey, dotyou thinktwe'll be palstforever? 

Sammy:  For sure, forever and ever. Don't you? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance No, they weren't included informing of 

representative act. Sammy informed to Ray that the girls were not checking 

him. This utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 14 
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Ray:  Definitely! Buttat sometpoint… now, I'mtnot saying 

now, buttsometime in thetfuture, well, we're gonna 

have totchoose atmate, right? 

Sammy:  Sure.tRight. 

Ray:  Have you ever thought of finding that someone 

special? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Sure. Right included agreeing of 

representative act. Sammy agreed to what Ray said about having mate 

future. This utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 15 

Ray:  Havetyou ever thoughtttof finding that someone 

special? 

Sammy:  I guess. 

Ray:  Mmm. Sotwhat's yourttype? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance I guess included informing of 

representative act. Sammy said to Ray that seemed he was also thinking of 

finding someone special. This utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 16 
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Ray:  Mmm. So what's your type? 

Sammy:  I don't know. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance I don’t know included informing of 

representative act. Sammy informed to Ray that he didn’t know about the 

type of mate he wanted. This utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 17 

Ray:  Cometon! Everybody's got attype. Fortme, she's 

gotta haveta good laughtand, of course, sharetmy 

lovetof jellies. 

Sammy:  Of course. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Of course included agreeing of 

representative act. Sammy agreed  to what Ray said that everybody had type 

of mate, as well as Sammy also had a type. This utterance categorized as 

representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 18 

Ray:  Youtstill haven't toldtme what yourttype is. 

Sammy:  Actually, I met someone once that I think could be 

my type. 
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Ray:  Oh, really? Cometon, cometon, this istmajor. You've 

gotta telltme. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterancetActually, Itmet someonetonce thattI think 

couldtbe myttype included telling of representative act. Sammy told to Ray 

that he ever once met a girl who she could be his type. This utterance 

categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Ray as the hearer felt surprised by Sammy’s word about a girl that could be 

his type. 

Utterance 19 

Ray:  Oh, really? Cometon, come on, thistis major. You've 

gottattell me. 

Sammy:  You'retgonna maketmore of it thantit reallytis. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance You're gonna make more of it than it 

really is included asserting of representative act. Sammy asserted to Ray 

that he would make it more than what he expected. This utterance 

categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 20  

Ray:  You already made more of it! 
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Sammy:  Okay. Her name's Shelly. Ha! She was… She was 

kind of funny. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Okay. Hertname'stShelly. Ha! Shetwas… 

Shetwas kindtoftfunny included telling of representative act. Sammy told 

to Ray about Shelly the girl he had met once who made him still think of 

her until this day. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 21 

Ray:  Mhm? Where'd you meet her? 

Sammy:  She was, um, an important part of my early life. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Shetwas, um, antimportant parttoftmy 

earlytlife included telling of representative act. Sammy told to Ray about 

how important Shelly in his life. This utterance categorized as representative 

act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 22 

Ray:  What? Wetmet a day after you hatched, been together 

evertsince, andtshe's a bigtpart of yourtlife? 

Sammy:  Well, shetis. 
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Illocutionary Act: the utterance Well, she is included asserting of 

representative act. Sammy asserted to Ray that Shelly was a big part of his 

life even though he only met her once. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 23 

Ray:  What? We met a day after you hatched, been together 

ever since, and she's a big part of your life? 

Sammy:  Well, she is. 

Ray:  Mm-hm. 

Sammy:  Was. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Was included informing of representative 

act. Sammy informed to Ray only with word was because it happened in the 

past not now. This utterance categorized as representative act 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 24 

Ray:  Mhm. Yeah,tokay. Itwant alltthe juicytdetails. 

Sammy:  Theretare no juicy details. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance There are no juicy details included 

asserting of representative act. Sammy asserted to Ray that he had no more 

details to tell about Shelly. This utterance categorized as representative act. 
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Perlocutionary act: - 

Utterance 25 

Ray: Startttalking, or Itdon't stoptbugging you. 

Sammy:  Okay, okay, fine. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Okay, okay, fine included telling of 

representative act. Sammy told to Ray that he was fine to continue the story 

about Shelly because Ray asked Sammy to continue his story. 

Perlocutionary Act:- 

Utterance 26 

Ray:  Cometon, I'm listening. 

Ray:  Wow, thattwas sometstory. Youtsaved her life. 

Sammy:  It wastmore of an accident. The birds collided. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Ittwas moretof antaccident. Thetbirds 

collided included telling of representative act. Sammy continued telling Ray 

his story where he once accidentally saved Shelly's life. This utterance 

categorized as representatvie act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 27 

Sammy:  Better than great! 
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Sammy:  Ray was truly the best friend I could have hoped for. 

He was fun, always good-humored, and always 

looking fortnew adventure. One thing, though, I 

couldthave donetwithout his stinky jellyfish. 

Shelly:  Cometon, don't givetup! Youtcan stilltmake it! You 

havetto try! Get up! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Raytwas trulytthe besttfriend I couldthave 

hopedtfor. He was fun, always good-humored, and alwaystlooking for 

newtadventure. Onetthing, though, Itcould havetdone withoutthis stinky 

jellyfish included narrating of representative act. Sammy was narrating to 

the audience about Ray who became his best friend and their stories who 

laugh together and faced adventures together. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 28 

Slim:  Well, howdy! Grab on, boys! 

Ray:  Cometon, Sammy! You're nottscared, are you? 

Sammy:  No, oftcourse not. 

Ray:  Cometon, then! It's gonnatbe fantastic! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance No, of course not included assserting of 

representative act. Sammy asserted to Ray that he didn’t to played  round 
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and round with Ray and Slim. This utterance categorized as representative 

act.  

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 29 

Ray:  I don'ttknow. It doesn'ttmake anytsense attall. 

Sammy:  Humanstwere strange creatures. Some made a 

mess, while otherstcleaned it up. That was our first 

contact with humans. It wouldn't be our last. Over 

the years, I learned many things would change. But 

one thing was always a constant people would affect 

our lives more and more. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Humanstwere strangetcreatures. Some 

madeta mess, whiletothers cleanedtit up. Thattwas ourtfirst contacttwith 

humans. Ittwouldn't betour last. Overtthe years, Itlearned manytthings 

wouldtchange. Buttone thing wastalways a constanttpeople wouldtaffect 

ourtlives moretand more included narrating of representative act. Sammy 

narrated to the audience first time he met a human who oddly enough some 

made a mess and others cleaned it up. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 30 

Ray:  Whoa! What was that?! 
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Sammy:  That hurt my ears. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance That hurt my ears included informing of 

representative act. Sammy informed to Ray that the loud noise that had just 

sounded was enough to hurt his ears. This utterance categorized as 

representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 31 

Ray:  Some kind of aliens? 

Sammy:  No. Humans. They'reteverywhere. 

Ray:  I thinktwe need totget outtof here. This ista little too 

close fortcomfort. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance No. Humans. They're everywhere 

included informing of representative act. Sammy informed to Ray that the 

sound was not from aliens, but from human because human was 

everywhere. This utterance categorized as representative act 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 32 

Ray:  Hey, what did you do that for? 

Sammy:  There's no room on here, especially for your stinky 

jellyfish. 
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Illocutionary Act: the utterance There'stno roomton here, especiallytfor 

yourtstinky jellyfish included telling of representative act. Sammy told to 

Ray that there was no room in the small wood which made them floating on 

the water. This utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 33 

Ray:  What are you talking about? 

Sammy:  We can't even move on here anymore. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance We can't even move on here anymore 

included asserting of representative act. Sammy asserted to Ray about how 

really small the wood where they floating on. This utterance categorized as 

representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 34 

Ray:  MaybetttI shouldttjust taketmy jelliestand hit the 

slipstreamtmyself. Thentyou can stretchtout and have 

alltthe spacetto yourself. 

Sammy:  I wastnot saying... 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance I was not saying.. included telling of 

representative act. Sammy was trying to tell Ray about something, but 
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before he said, something happen to their wood. This utterance is 

categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 35 

Sammy:  Look, Ray, l… Wh... What's the rush, guys? Whoa! 

Ray! The nets! It's got me! 

Ray:  Holdton! I'll gettyou out oftthere! Don'ttpanic! I'll 

teartthis thing up! 

Sammy:  I alreadyttried! It's too hard! 

Ray:  Itcan't bitetthrough it! Aah! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance I already tried! It's too hard! Included 

convincing of representative act. Sammy was convincing to Ray that he 

already tried so hard to get out from the net which catched him but he could 

not get out. This utterance categorized as representative act.  

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Ray as the hearer knew that Sammy could not tear the nets, Ray felt unhappy 

that they separated by nets. 

Utterance 36 

Ray:  Sammy! 

Sammy:  Ray! 
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Ray:  We'll gettout oftthis! 

Sammy:  Thattwas the firstttime I sawtreal fear on Ray's face. 

l wastpretty scaredtmyself 

Ray:  Sammy! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Thattwas thetfirst timetI sawtreal fearton 

Ray'stface. l wastpretty scaredtmyself included narrating of representative 

act. Sammy was narrating to the audience how that moment scared Ray and 

him. This utterance categorized as representative act.  

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 37 

Sammy:  Uhh! Uhh! Aah! Ray... 

Sammy:  This was one of those times could have used a little 

luck - one of those little nudges. I had the feeling… 

l was never going to see Ray again. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Thistwas onetof thosettimes couldthave 

usedta littletluck - onetof thosetlittle nudges. Ithad thetfeeling… ltwas 

nevertgoing totsee Raytagain included narrating of representative act. 

Sammy narrated to the audience because of what happen he ever thought 

would nevet met Ray anymore.  

Perlocutionary Act: - 
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Utterance 38 

Snow:  And it's time for your dinner, too. 

Fluffy:  Okay, let'stget onetthing straight, littletturtle. These 

aretmythumans. 

Sammy:  I didtnot ask totbe here. Yourthumans brought me 

here. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Itdidn't asktto bethere. Yourthumans 

broughttme here included asserting of representative act. Sammy asserted 

to Fluffy that he never asked be in that place, because the humans bring him 

in that place. This utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 39 

Sammy:  So, wait… there are other oceans out there? 

Sammy: One day, Snow found a female turtle. I think she 

wanted us to... 

Vera:  Mate?! She's gotta be kidding. 

Sammy:  I guess she wants more turtles. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Onetday, Snowtfound atfemale turtle. I 

thinktshe wantedtus to... included narrating of representative act. Sammy 

was narrating to the audience that a human named Snow ever found a female 
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turtle, then he thought that Snow would like to make them as a mate. This 

utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 40 

Vera:  I knowtwhat matingtis. Thattis so not happening. And 

who's yourthairy friend? 

Sammy:  That's Fluffy. Thesetare histhumans. 

Fluffy:  Exactement. Youtjust stay awaytfrom mythumans, 

sister. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance That's Fluffy. These are his humans 

included informing of representative act. Sammy informed to Vera that his 

hairy friend’s name was Fluffy and showing to Vera the human. This 

utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 41 

Vera:  Oh, you can keep your humans, as far as I'm 

concerned. Bunch of wack—a—doodle—doo 

creatures. The farther away from them I am, the 

better. Tell me, sugar, how long they been holding 

you prisoner? 
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Sammy:  I'm not a prisoner. 

Vera:  Really? Thentwhy aretyou stillthere? 

Fluffy:  This is thetsame question lthave beentasking for 

weeks. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance I'm not a prisoner included asserting of 

representative act. Sammy was asserting to Vera that he was not a prisoner 

like she asked. This utterance categorized as representative act.  

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 42 

Snow:  Fluffy! 

Fluffy:  Dinnertcalls. A bientot. 

Sammy:  l'm Sammy. 

Vera:  Vera. Speakingtof dinner, l amtstarving! Dotthey just 

feedtHairball, ortus, too? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance I’m Sammy included informing of 

representative act. Sammy informed to Vera about his name. This utterance 

categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 43 
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Vera:  Vera. Speakingtof dinner, l amtstarving! Do theytjust 

feedtHairball, or us, too? 

Sammy:  Whentthe sun goestdown. 

Vera:  Beautiful. Don'ttmake any suddentmoves on me. Go 

aheadtand give us atwake up calltwhen it's time to 

eat, will ya? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance When the sun goes down included 

informing of representative act. Sammy informed to Vera that they also 

would be feed by Snow when the sun goes down. This utterance categorized 

as representative act.  

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 44 

Fluffy:  lncroyable. Youtdon't get it? Because it's Christmas, 

you get presents. 

Sammy:  Hey. Maybetthis mark istSnow's present to me. 

Fluffy:  Doubtful. Intany event, don't gettany ideas, Monsieur 

Hardshell. Shetis only being nice because it's 

Christmas. ♫ Jingle bells, jingle bell. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Hey. Maybetthis marktis Snow'stpresent 

totme included telling of representative act. Sammy told to Fluffy that the 
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mark he had, it could be present from Snow. This utterance categorized as 

representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Fluffy as the hearer was not agree with what Sammy said about present from 

Snow. 

Utterance 45 

Fluffy:  Doubtful. In anytevent, don't get anytideas, Monsieur 

Hardshell. Shetis only beingtnice because it's 

Christmas. ♫ Jingletbells, jingle bells… ♫ 

Sammy:   I didn't know if Fluffy's chicken story was true or 

not. I wanted to believe Snow was a kind human 

and wouldn't do that to me. But you never knew 

when it came to humans. It didn't take long before 

the hippies realized Vera and I weren't going to 

mate. They said we had different karmas, or auras... 

whatever they were. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Itdidn't knowtif Fluffy'stchicken story 

wasttrue ortnot. Itwanted totbelieve Snowtwas a kindthumanttand 

wouldn'ttdo thattto me. Buttyou nevertknew whentit came tothumans. It 

didn'tttake longtbefore thethippies realizedtVera andtI weren'ttgoing to 

mate. Theytsaid wethad differenttkarmas, ortauras... whateverttheytwere 

included narrating of representative act. Sammy narrated to the audience 
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about believe or not about the chicken story told by Fluffy, because Snow 

seemed like a good human being. But still he didn't know the truth. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 46 

Police:  Everybody! Grab all your belongings! Nobody's 

staying on this beach! Now, move it! 

Snow:  Haveta goodtlife, littletturtle. Peace. 

Sammy:  Thetwhole time I wastwith the humans, Fluffy 

wantedtto get ridtof me. But in the end, it was them 

who left. Itnever quitetunderstood what happened. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Thetwhole timetI wastwith thethumans, 

Fluffytwanted totget ridtof me. Butin thetend, ittwas themtwho left. I never 

quitetunderstood whatthappened included narrating of representative act. 

Sammy was narrating to the audience about his life was going with human 

enough to make him confuse. This utterance categorized as representative 

act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 47 

Sammy:  Hey, excusetme. Youtwouldn't… You wouldn't know 

wheretI couldtfind some food? Seaweeds? 
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Sammy  At thattpoint, Itthought… maybe Itwasn't meant to 

goton thistjourney. Maybe I had spent too much 

time withtthe humans. Buttthere was no turning 

back now. 

Sammy:  Ohh! Uhh! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Attthat point, Itthought… maybetI wasn't 

meanttto goton thistjourney. MaybetI had spentttoo muchttime withtthe 

humans. Buttthere wastno turningttbackttnow included narrating of 

representative act. Sammy was narrating to the audience that what happened 

lately on his life was unexpected, but he could not turn back the time. This 

utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 48 

Vera:  Follow me!  

Sammy:  This is just what I needed. 

Shelly:  Aah! Oh, no! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance This is just what I needed included 

asserting of representative act. Sammy was asserting to Vera that what Vera 

showed to him was just he need. Vera showed food for Sammy who so 

hungry. This utterance categorized as representative act.  

Perlocutionary Act: - 
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Utterance 49 

Vera:  Holdton a second. What's thattnoise? 

Sammy:  Itdidn't hear anything. Yeah, thistis tasty. 

Shelly:  Aaah! 

Vera:  Shh! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Itdidn't heartanything. Yeah, thististtasty 

included informing of representative act. Sammy informed to Vera that he 

didn’t hear any sound around and he said to Vera the food was so tasty. This 

utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 50 

Shelly:  Youtwere incredible! Aretyou twotrelated? 

Sammy:  No, wetare just friends. Well, sort of. 

Vera:  Well, gotta go. Feed the boy. 'Cause a fat turtle is a 

happytturtle. Taketcare, youttwo. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance No,twe'rettjustttfriends. Well, sortttof 

included informing of representative act. Sammy informed to Shelly that 

Vera and him were just a friend or something like that, no more. This 

utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 
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Utterance 51 

Shelly:  Wait a second. I knew you looked familiar, too! You 

saved my life! Twice! 

Sammy:  What? No, thetfirst timetwas an accident. 

Shelly:  Thattwas no accident. Thattwas fate. Youtknow, I 

don'tteven knowtyour name. 

Sammy:  Sammy. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance What? No, the first time was an accident 

included telling of representative act. Sammy told to Shelly about the first 

time he saved Shelly’s life was accident not on purpose. This utterance 

categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 52 

Shelly:  That was no accident. That was fate. You know, I 

don't even know your name. 

Sammy:  Sammy. 

Shelly:  Well, Sammy...this is incredible! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Sammy included informing of 

representative act. Sammy was informing Shelly that his name was Sammy, 

because Shelly did not know Sammy’s name. 
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Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Shelly as the hearer felt happy to meet Sammy that saved her life twice. 

Utterance 53 

Sammy:  Hungrier! 

Sammy: Life was strange. Justtwhen youtthought the going 

was prettyttough, out oftthe blue, things happened, 

and everything wastsuddenly greattagain. 

Sammy:  Hey, Shel, you evertget boredtjust drifting, going 

aroundtin circles? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Lifetwaststrange. Justtwhen youtthought 

thetgoing wastpretty tough, outtof thetblue, thingsthappened, and 

everythingtwas suddenlytgreattagain included narrating of representative 

act. Sammy was narrating to the audience how so far he went through a 

difficult journey suddenly became great like a dream. This utterance 

categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 54 

Sammy:  I know. Buttwouldn't it betgreat to traveltaround the 

world? 

Shelly:  What dotyou mean? This is ourtworld. 
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Sammy:  I think there's a lot more than these waters. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Itthink there'sta lottmore thantthese 

waters included predicting of representative act. Sammy predicted that there 

were many other things they didn't know about in the ocean. The vast ocean 

they had never explored before. This utterance categorized as representative 

act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 55 

Shelly:  For instance? 

Sammy:  Well, the humans talk about ice oceans and strange 

islands. I want to see them. 

Shelly:  Hmm. You're definitely a different kind of turtle. I 

guess that's why I like you. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Well, thethumans talktabout icetoceans 

andtstrangetislands. Itwant totseetthem included telling of representative 

act. Sammy told to Shelly about ice ocean and strange ocean which he ever 

heard it from human, then he told Shelly he wanted to go there. This 

utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Shelly as the hearer impressed with what Sammy said, and Sammy seemed 

different for her. 
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Utterance 56 

Sammy:  Havetyou evertheard about a secrettpassage? 

Shelly:  Youtreally think onetexists? 

Sammy:  I do. 

Shelly:  Thethumans again? Maybetthey made up thattwhole 

thing. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance I do included asserting of representative 

act. Sammy asserted to Shelly that he believed in a secret passage. This 

utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Shelly as the hearer tried to guess from where Sammy had that idea about 

secret passage. 

Utterance 57 

Shelly: It's nottevery day youtget a chancetto see the world, 

right? Howtdo we find thistsecret passage? 

Sammy:  I'm nottsure. Let's headtsouth. We'll asktaround. 

Sammy:  Everythingthad suddenly fallentinto place. 

Sammy:  Yeah! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Everything had suddenly fallen into place 

included narrating of representative act. Sammy narrated to the audience 
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how everything was beyond expectations and went well. This utterance 

categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 58 

Sammy:   I had a purpose, a journey, and best of all, someone 

to share it with. 

Shelly:  Whoohoo! 

Sammy:  Hahahaha! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Ithad atpurpose, atjourney, andtbesttof 

all, someonetto sharetitttwith included narrating of representative act. 

Sammy narrated to the audience about someone he wanted to share life 

goals and journeys with. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 59  

Seal:  All Itknow is Itsee atlot of ships headed that way. But 

secrettpassage? That I couldn't tell you. I stay as far 

awaytfrom themthumans as possible. 

Sammy:  Thattmust be thetway. I feel it. 

Shelly:  I feel it, too. 
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Illocutionary Act: the utterance Thattmust betthetway. Itfeeltit included 

asserting of representative act. Sammy was asserting that he believed there 

was a way to go to secret passage. This utterance categorized as 

representative act.  

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Shelly as the hearer agreed with Sammy which that way could be way to go 

to secret passage. 

Utterance 60 

Seal:  Good luck! 

Sammy:  There sure are a lot of boats. 

Shelly:  I don't see any secret passage. Let's move on. Of 

course he's not crazy. We have a plan. We want to 

see the world. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance There sure are a lot of boats included 

informing representative act. Sammy was informing that there were so many 

boats, maybe one of them was a secret passage. This utterance categorized 

as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 61 

Shelly:  Wait! Over there! 
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Sammy:  Thistis not thetsecret passage. All thistnasty stuff 

around? Thistcan't be it. 

Shelly:  I thinktyou're right. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Thistis nottthe secrettpassage. Alltthis 

nastytstufftaround? Thistcan't betit included stating of representative act. 

Sammy stated that it’s not possible nasty place which full og garbage was a 

secret passage. This utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Shelly as the hearer agreed with Sammy that the nasty stuff like that could 

not be a secret passage. 

Utterance 62 

Shelly:  lt's sweet. 

Sammy:  Wait. I remember the humans mentioned 

something about sweet water flowing through the 

secret passage. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Wait.tI remembertthe humanstmentioned 

somethingtabout sweettwater flowingtthrough thetsecrettpassage included 

informing of representative act. Sammy informed to Shelly that he ever 

heard of humans mentioning sweet water flowing through a secret passage. 

Sammy informed Shelly about this because the water they were passing now 

tasted sweet. 
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Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 63 

Shelly:  Looktat that. I've nevertseen atsnake that big in the 

ocean. 

Sammy:  Maybethe's the guardiantof the secret passage. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Maybethe's thetguardian oftthetsecret 

passage included guessing of representative act. Sammy was guessing that 

a big snake he found was a guardian of the secret passage, cause the snake 

was big and strong. This utterance categorized as representative act.  

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 64 

Shelly:  Maybetlooking fortthe secret passagetis a bad idea. 

Sammy: I thinktI know where it is. WhentI was up in that 

tree, I saw all these big ships heading toward a place 

in thetdistance. I thinktwe're close, really close. 

Shelly:  Wetmade it! Youtwere right! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Itthink Itknow wheretit is. WhentI wastup 

intthatttree, Itsaw alltthese bigtships headingttoward atplace intthe 

distance. Itthink we'retclose, reallytclose included informing of 

representative act. Sammy informs Shelly when he is up in the tree he saw 
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a large ship heading to a place. This utterance categorized as representative 

act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Shelly as the hearer felt happy because they were close to the secret passage. 

Utterance 65 

Shelly:  Wetmade it! You were right! 

Sammy:  Gettingtthrough is gonnatbe another story. 

Shelly:  Sammy! You'rettoo close! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Getting through is gonna be another story 

included asserting of representative act. Sammy asserted to Shelly going 

through all of that would be different story of their life. This utterance 

categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 66 

Shelly:   Maybetwe shouldtgo back. 

Sammy:  Theytalready closed thetdoor behind us! We've 

cometthis far. We cantmake it! Huh! 

Shelly:  Sammy! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Theytalready closedtthe doortbehind us! 

We'vetcome thistfar. Wetcan makettit!ttHuh! included convincing of 
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representative act. Sammy convinced to Shelly that they could make what 

they wanted to go to secret passage, their journey already so far. This 

utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Sammy convinced that they about close to secret passage, but Shelly as the 

hearer felt unhappy because that was dangerous for her. 

Utterance 67 

Sammy:  Shelly! No! Uh! No! Uhh! Shelly! Where are you?! Shelly! 

Shelly. 

Sammy:  Losing Shelly was all my fault, my big idea to see the world. 

And now, here it was. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance LosingtShelly wastall mytfault, mytbig 

ideatto seetthe world. Andtnow, heretittwas included narrating of 

representative act. Sammy narrated to the audience about losing Shelly to 

him was his fault, his mistake to see the world that made him have to lose 

Shelly again. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 68 

Sea turtle:  Yo, what's up with you? 

Sammy:  Nothing. 
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Sea turtle:  You lost? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Nothing included telling of representative 

act. Sammy told nothing to other turtle about his condition. This utterance 

categorized as representative act.  

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 69 

Sea turtle:  You lost? 

Sammy:  I guess I am. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance I guess I am included telling of 

representtaive act. Sammy said I guess I’m which told the other turtle what 

he felt was more or less the same as what the turtle asked him. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 70 

Old male turtle:  What's that funny-looking mark on your shell? 

Sammy:  Humans painted it on me. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Humans painted it on me included 

informing of representative act. Sammy informed to old male turtle that 

human ever gave him a mark on his shell. This utterance categorized as 

representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 
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Utterance 71 

Old female turtle:  Oh, you poor thing. 

Sammy:  No, it's not what you think. 

Old male turtle:  You're the second turtle we met with a strange mark 

on its shell. Shark bite. I think that's what she said it 

was. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance No, it's not what you think included telling 

of representative act. Sammy told to old female turtle that what happened 

when humans marked him was not like what he thought. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 72 

Old female turtle:  Good luck, my dear! We truly hope you find your 

mate. Ohh, to be young and in love again. 

Sammy:  I searched everywhere. I talked to anyone who 

would listen. For a long time, Shelly seemed to have 

vanished without a trace. But once in a while, I 

would come across turtles who had seen her. They 

gave me hope fleeting as it was because every time I 

was close to finding her, I'd lose all trace of her 

again. If only she knew I was looking for her. 
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Illocutionary Act: the utterance Itsearchedteverywhere. Ittalked to anyone 

whotwould listen. Forta longttime, Shellytseemed tothavetvanished 

withoutttrace. Buttonce inta while, Itwould cometacross turtlestwhothad 

seenther. Theytgave methope fleetingtas ittwas becausetevery timetItwas 

closetto findingther, I'dtlose allttrace ofthertagain. Iftonly shetknew Itwas 

lookingtforther included narrating of representative act. At this point 

Sammy narrated how he was trying to find Shelly back. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 73 

Seagull:  Hey there, turtle! Ah-ha-ha! What's that crazy 

doohickey on your shell there? 

Sammy:  It's a human marking. A peace sign. 

Seagull:  Peace sign? Where have I heard that before? 

Thinking, thinking. Oh, ho-ho-ho! That's what she 

called it! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance It'sta humantmarking. Atpeacetsign 

included telling of representative act. Sammy told to Seagull that a sign on 

his shell was a mark from human which mean sign of peace. This utterance 

categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 74 
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Seagull:  I sure did! She had to get to the ice ocean. Makes no 

sense to me but, then again, what do I know? I'm just 

a bird. You're a turtle. 

Sammy:  I have got to get there, fast! 

Seagull:  Hold on, it's mighty cold there. 

Sammy:  Please, just tell me how l get there. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance I have got to get there, fast! included 

asserting of representative act. Sammy was asserting that he had to get to 

the ice ocean ocean soon to find Shelly. This utterance categorized as 

representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Seagull as the hearer tried to hold Sammy to not go to ice ocean. 

Utterance 75 

Sammy:  Funny how things had a way of repeating 

themselves. I guess it was all a matter of 

circumstance and how you looked at it. This time 

around, I was sure happy to see a bird. 

Whale:  Hey there, little guy. What's that you're riding on? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Funnythow thingsthad atway oftrepeating 

themselves. Itguess ittwas allta mattertof circumstancetand howtyou 

lookedtattit. Thisttimetaround, Itwas surethappy totsee atbird included 
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narrating of representative act. Sammy was narrating about his happiness 

when he met a bird who would be very close to bring him to Shelly. This 

utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 76 

Whale:  Hey there, little guy. What's that you are riding on? 

Sammy:  Don't know. The humans threw it away. I think it's 

some kind of boat. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Don'ttknow. Thethumans threwtittaway. 

Itthink it'stsome kindtoftboat included telling of representative act. Sammy 

told about something like a boat that he rode in the sea, he got it from a 

human who dumped that thing in the sea. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 77 

Fluffy:  You, too, mon frere. So, how did you end up in here? 

Sammy:  l practically got myself frozen in the ice ocean. 

Fluffy:  Really? So, you did it. You went and saw the world 

after all? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance ltpractically gottmyself frozentin thetice 

ocean included  telling of representative act. Sammy told to Fluffy he was 
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on purpose went to ice ocean and freezing himself. This utterance 

categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Fluffy as the hearer surprised by Sammy how come he went to ice ocean 

and freezing there, that was crazy. 

Utterance 78 

Fluffy:  Really? So, you did it. You went and saw the world 

after all? 

Sammy:  Yeah. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Yeah included agreeing of representative 

act. Sammy was uttering Yeah with meaning agree about what Fluffy asked 

about his journey. This utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 79  

Fluffy:  But you do not sound too happy about it. Pourquoi? 

Sammy:  It's a long story. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance It's a long story included telling of 

representative act. Sammy told to Ray that it was a long story how he 

through all of that until he was in ice ocean. This utterance categorized as 

representative act. 
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Perlocutionarry Act: - 

Utterance 80 

Sammy: For a sea turtle, the odds of surviving in the ocean 

are pretty slim. Shelly and I made it through some 

tough situations with, at times, a little help from the 

humans. But somehow, no matter how hard we 

tried, fate was determined to keep us apart. 

Female leatherback:  Hurry! 

Female leatherback 2: Ohh! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Forta seatturtle, thetodds oftsurvivingtin 

thetocean aretprettytslim. Shellytand Itmade ittthrough somettough 

situationstwith, atttimes, atlittle helptfrom thethumans. Buttsomehow, no 

matterthow hardtwettried, fatetwas determinedtto keeptustapart included 

narrating of representative act. Sammy narrated to the audience his journey, 

how lucky he and Shelly went through a difficult situation and finally fate 

had to separate them again. This utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 81 

Ray:  Okay, let me tell you about it, right? It was full of 

frozen squid when I found it. It was gonna be an easy 

in-and-out. But it slipped, and I got trapped. So, I just 
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started to eat 'em one by one, 'cause they thawed out 

real slow, but as l was eating them, I started getting 

full, then I started moving slow, then I couldn't move. 

And you know me, I got the itis. So, I started to take 

a nap... 

Sammy:  Okay, no more talking. It's time to get you out of 

there. 

Female leatherback:  No, no, no! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Okay, notmorettalking. It'sttime totget 

youtout oftthere included asserting of representative act. Sammy asserted 

to Ray that it's time to get him out of the trap, there was no time to continue 

talking, the most important thing that Ray could get out of the trap soon. 

This utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 82 

Ray:  Thanks. Aside from the obvious reason, it's really 

good to see you, Sammy.  

Sammy: It's been a long time.  

Illocutionary Act: the utterance It’stbeen atlongttime included telling of 

representative act. Sammy was telling it was a long time since they were 
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separated, then they had their own journey. This utterance categorized as 

representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 83 

Ray: So, what are you doing out here all alone? 

Sammy: It's a long story. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance It’s a long story included telling of 

representative act. Sammy told to Ray that it was a long story, a long journey 

after they separated by nets. This utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 84 

Ray:  Hey, we're practically brothers. What do you need? 

Sammy:  l have to find someone, someone very special to me. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance l have to find someone, someone very 

special to me included telling of representative act. Sammy told to Ray 

about he had to find someone, he meant Shelly. A girl who really meant for 

Sammy. This utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: -  

Utterance 85 
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Ray:  Hey, hey, hey. Relax, girls. He's got a mate already. 

Rita:  Well, where is she? I'd love to meet her. 

Sammy:  Well, I wish I knew. 

Ray:  That's why we're here. See, we need to find her. They 

were separated quite a while ago. 

‘Rita:'  Aww, you poor dear. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Well, I wish I knew included telling of 

representative act. Sammy was telling to Rita he wished he knew Shelly’s 

place. Sammy started to look for Shelly again who helped by Ray. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 86 

Rita:  Oh, I believe I did. What's her name? 

Sammy:  Shelly. 

Shelly:  Yes! That's her. 

Sammy:  Where did you see her? Where did she go? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Shelly included informing of 

representative act. Sammy informed to Rita about his mate name, the name  

was Shelly. This utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 
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Utterance 87 

Ray:  What's wrong? You didn't find her? 

Sammy:  She's here, all right. But she's got a mate. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance She'sthere, alltright. Buttshe's gottatmate 

included telling of representative act. Sammy telling to Ray and Rita that he 

found Shelly, but he saw Shelly with someone else. This utterance 

categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 88 

Ray:  Are you sure? 

Sammy:  I'm positive. I saw them together behind the ship. 

Ray:  Oh, no. 

Rita:  I'm really sorry, Sammy. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance I'mtpositive. Itsaw themttogethertbehind 

thetship included telling of representative act. Sammy was telling that he 

saw Shelly behind the ship talking to someone else, and they looked close. 

This utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act:- 

Utterance 89 
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Rita:  Mates? Ha-ha-ha-ha! 

Sammy:  Yeah. That's the way it looked to me. 

Rita:  Robbie? Oh! Ha! He'll flirt with any gal that says 

“Hello”. That's why Clara keeps him on a tight leash. 

Ray:  That... heh-heh ..would be Robbie. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Yeah.tThat's thetway ittlooked totme 

included asserting of representative act. Sammy asserted to Rita and Ray 

that Shelly and him did seem like a couple because Robbie was bringing 

flowers at the time. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 90  

Shelly:  Sammy? How did you find me? Look out! Behind 

you! 

Sammy:  It's okay. He's a friend. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance It's okay. He's a friend included informing 

of representative act. Sammy informed to Shelly that the shark was 

Sammy’s friend, she should not be afraid of that. This utterance categorized 

as representative act.  

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 91 
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Ray:  Look at me. I'm getting all blubbery and soft-shelled. 

Rita:  It's okay, honey. 

Ray:'  Next thing you know, I'm gonna put a little pink pom-

pom on my tail. I'm so sensitive. 

Sammy:  The day l was born, the odds were I wasn't going to 

make it, and I didn't have a clue as to what I was 

supposed to do. Ray showed me how to have fun, 

and the meaning of true friendship. And then I met 

Shelly. She makes me complete, gives my life 

meaning, and that, by any measure, is pretty great. 

As for the humans, I must admit, we're going to 

need their help more and more, to protect us and 

keep our oceans alive and beautiful. 

Illocutinary Act: the utterance Thetday ltwastborn, thetodds weretItwasn't 

goingtto maketit, andtI didn'tthave atclue astto whattI wastsupposed totdo. 

Raytshowed methow tothavetfun, andtthe meaningtof truetfriendship. 

Andtthen ItmettShelly. Shetmakes metcomplete, givestmy lifetmeaning, 

andtthat, bytany measure,tis prettytgreat. Astfor thethumans, Itmust 

admit, we'retgoing totneed theirthelp moretand more,tto protecttustand 

keeptour oceanstalive andtbeautiful included narrating of representtaive 

act. Sammy was narrating to the audience about the journey of his life from 

being born until meeting Ray and Shelly again, with an adventure full of 
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various obstacles. Sammy also narrated how important the role of human to 

help protect the oceans.  

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 92 

Ray:  Looks like the little ones made it out pretty good this 

time. 

Sammy:  Yeah, sure looks that way. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Yeah, sure looks that way included 

agreeing of representative act. Sammy agreed with what Ray said that so 

many baby turtles going to be succes on their journey at that time. This 

utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 93 

Ray:  So, where did we say we were supposed to meet the 

women again? 

Sammy:  Tristan da Cunha. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Tristan da Cunha included informing of 

representative act. Sammy was informing Ray the name of the place where 

they met those women again. This utternce categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 
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Utterance 94 

Ray:  Any humans? 

Sammy:  What can I say? You know they're everywhere. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Whattcan Itsay? Youtknowtthey're 

everywhere included asserting of representative act. Sammy asserted to Ray 

that what could he say more, Ray also already knew that human was 

everywhere. This utterance categorized as representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 95 

Ray:  Tristan da—what? 

Sammy:  It's in the middle of nowhere. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance It's in the middle of nowhere included 

telling of representative act. Sammy told to Ray the exact place with a name 

Tristan da Cunha. Thi utterance categorized as representtaive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 96 

Baby hatchling:  Hello? 

Sammy:  I've got this one. 

Ray:  Go for it. 
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Illocutionary Act: the utterance I've got this one included stating of 

representative act. Sammy stated to Ray that he got one who need to be 

helped. He heard a baby turtle asking for help. This utterance categorized as 

representative act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 97 

Baby hatchling:  Hi. I can't get out. Could you help me? 

Sammy:  I know exactly how you feel. Let me give you a little 

nudge to get you started.  

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Itknow exactlythow youtfeel. Lettmetgive 

youta littletnudge totget youtstarted included telling of representative act. 

Sammy was a telling a baby turtle that he was in that condition. Then 

Sammy helped that baby to get out. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

2. Directives 

Directive is statements that the speaker directs the listener perform some 

future actions that will make the world fit in with speaker's words. The types 

of directive are ordering, forbidding, questioning, requesting, suggesting. 

Utterance 1 

Sammy's brother 2:  Let's go! To the water! Time's a—wasting! 
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Sammy's brother:  See ya in 30 years! 

Sammy's brother 2:  Or not! 

Sammy:  Hello? Hello? Is anybody up there? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Hello? Hello? Is anybody up there? 

Included questioning of directive act. Sammy was a little baby who 

questioning anyone who got up to help him out from a sand. This utterance 

categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 2 

Shelly's brother:  Come on! You gotta go, Shelly! Birdsttare 

everywhere! 

Shelly:  Wait, wethave to helpthim! 

Shelly's brother:  Come on! Shelly, there's nothing you can do for him. 

Sammy:  Shelly? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Shelly included questioning of directive 

act. Sammy was hearing Shelly’s brother called her Shelly, then he was 

questioning that pretty turtle name was Shelly. This utterance categorized 

as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 3 
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Ollie:  Awful young to be all alone out here. It can get pretty 

scary! 

Sammy:  Scary? 

Ollie:  It's a big pond out here, in case you haven't noticed. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Scary? included questioning of directive 

act. Sammy was questioning about word scary that Ollie said to him, what 

did the scary mean. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 4 

Jacko:  Lots of creatures out to get ya! You'll find out soon 

enough. 

Sammy:  Find out what? 

Jacko:  Where do I start? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Find out what? Included questioning of 

directive act. Sammy was questioning what was Jacko talking about. What 

kind of thing that he needed to find out. This utterance categorized as 

directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 5 

Ollie:  How about...barracudas! 
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Sammy:  Barra.. what? 

Jacko:  Cudas! Fast as predators in the ocean! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Barra.. what? Included questioning of 

directive act. Sammy was questioning what Ollie said to him. He could not 

hear Ollie clearly that time. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 6 

Jacko and Ollie:  Hahaha! 

Sandra:  Justtfollow your instincts. And good luck on your 

journey. 

Sammy:  What am Itsupposed to be looking for? 

Ollie:  When you find out, let ustknow! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Whattam Itsupposed totbe lookingtfor? 

Included questioning of directive act. Sammy was making a question to 

Sandra, Ollie, and Jacko what should Sammy looked for on his journey. 

They did not tell Sammy the point of their words. This utterance categorized 

as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Ollie as the hearer answered Sammy’s question that Sammy would find out 

what he supposed to look for. 
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Utterance 7 

Ray:  Oh, right. I'm not one of your kind. 

Loggerhead hatchling 5:You got that right. 

Sammy:  Hey, watch out! 

Ray:  Ow! Man, this is not my day. Now, why'd you whack 

me upside my head? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Hey, watch out! Included ordering of 

directive act. Sammy gave an order to Ray so that he could be more careful 

while swimming, Ray was almost hitting a wood. This utterance categorized 

as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 8 

Ray:  Whattis that thing you're on anyway? Youtmake it? 

Sammy:  Oh, I fell on it. It's a long story. How's yourtbump? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Oh, Itfell ontit. It'sta longtstory.tHow's 

yourtbump? Included questioning of directive act. Sammy gave Ray a 

question about how was his bump whether he was okay or not okay. This 

utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 9 
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Ray:  Say, we have a lot in common, you and me. 

Sammy:  Wanna hop on? 

Ray:  Nah, I'm okay. 

Sammy:  Oh. Okay. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Wanna hop on? Included questioning of 

directive act. Sammy was questioning Ray if he wanted to get on the log 

with Sammy instead of continuesly swimming. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 10 

Sammy: Youtshould try some. It's good. 

Ray:  You've got to betkidding. My taste budstare a little bit 

more refined. 

Sammy: Haha! That'stwhat you call refined? 

Ray: Ooh, I love 'em! They do give me gas, though. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance You should try some. It's good included 

ordering of directive act. Sammy gave an order to Ray to try eating the 

seaweed they found on their way. This utterance categorized as directive 

act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 
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Utterance 11 

Ray:  What about you, Slim? 

Slim:  Oh, I'll betfine. I like staying put. A nester, youtknow. 

Besides, I gotta lot of cleaning up to do. Goodtluck 

on your travels. 

Sammy:  Taketcare of yourself! This looks horrible. 

Ray: It wastso beautiful here. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Take care of yourself! This looks horrible 

included ordering of directive act. Sammy ordered Ray to be careful because 

the place they were passing was very dirty and full of human waste. This 

utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 12 

Shelly:  I think you're right. 

Sammy:  Taste the water. 

Shelly:  lt's sweet. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Taste the water included included 

ordering of directive act. Sammy ordered Shelly to taste the water on the 

way to the secret passage, the sweet water indicated that the secret passage 

was not far from them. This utterance categorized as directive act. 
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Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 13 

Shelly:  Do you think we're close? 

Sammy:  Yeah, this must be it. Let's check it out. 

Shelly:  It's so beautiful here, and different. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Yeah,tthis musttbetit. Let'stcheck ittout 

included suggesting of directive act. Sammy suggested Shelly to continue 

their journey whether they are really close to the secret passage. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 14 

Sammy:  That's for sure. Wow, did you see that? 

Shelly:  Birds are everywhere! 

Sammy:  We have got to be careful. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance We have got to be careful included 

suggesting of directive act. Sammy suggested Shelly that they had to be 

careful of many birds above them that could catch them at any time. This 

utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 15 
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Shelly:  He's getting a little too close for comfort. 

Sammy:  Come on, let's keep going. 

Shelly:  That is one strange looking beast. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Come on, let's keep going included 

ordering of directive act. Sammy ordered Shelly to continue their journey 

and immediately left when they saw a large snake in front of them. This 

utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 16 

Seagull:  Hold on, it's mighty cold there. 

Sammy:  Please, justttell me how l get there. 

Seagull:  Thistcurrent you're ontwill get you theretin no time. 

Wouldn't staytthere too long, though. Frozentstuff 

ain't too attractive, if you know what I mean! 

Ahhahaha! Gottatfly! Got a date with a pelican! Ah-

hahahaha! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Please, just tell me how l get there 

included requesting of directive act. Sammy asked the seagulls to be told 

where to go to the ice ocean to find Shelly. Sammy requested the seagull to 

tell where to go to the ice ocean to find Shelly. This utterance categorized 

as directive act. 
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Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Seagull as the hearer answered that Sammy should not go to ice ocean 

because that was not good for a turtle. 

Utterance 17 

Ray:  Now, where have I heard that before? 

Sammy:  I need your help, Ray. 

Ray:  Hey, we're practically brothers. What do you need? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance I need your help, Ray included requesting 

of directive act. Sammy requested Ray to help him to find Shelly. This 

utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Ray as the hearer would like to help Sammy because they were practically 

brother. 

Utterance 18 

Fluffy:  What do you want me to do? 

Sammy:  I need you to get this door open. 

Fluffy:  Got it. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance I need you to get this door open included 

requesting of directive act. Sammy was requesting Fluffy to help him open 
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the door so he could meet Shelly outside. This utterance categorized as 

directive act 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Fluffy as the hearer understood what Sammy wanted. 

Utterance 19 

Ray:  You've got to be kidding. My taste buds are a little bit 

more refined. 

Sammy:  Haha! That's what you call refined? 

Ray:  Ooh, I love them! They do give me gas, though. 

Illocutionary Act: the uttearnce Haha! That's what you call refined? 

included questioning of directive act. Sammy was questioning Ray about 

Ray’s taste buds. They were making a joke about food they found on their 

way. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 20 

Ray:  This is the life, buddy! 

Sammy:  No gas problems today, Ray? 

Ray:  Mmmm. Feeling pretty good! By the way, did you 

notice those two cuties leaving when we were coming 

in? 
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Illocutionary Act: the utterance No gas problems today, Ray? Included 

questioning of directive act. Sammy was questioning Ray about the gas 

problem because Ray ate too much. This utterance categorized as directive 

act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 21 

Ray:  Oh, yeah. Hey, dotyou think we will be pals forever? 

Sammy:  For sure, forever and ever. Don't you? 

Ray:  Definitely! Buttat some point… now, I'm not saying 

now, but sometime in the future, well, we're gonna 

havetto choose a mate, right? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance For sure, forever and ever. Don't you? 

Included questioning of directive act. Sammy was questioning to Ray about 

their friendship. They wished their friendship would be long lasting. This 

utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 22 

Shelly:  Cometon, don't give up! You cantstill make it! You 

have to try! Get up! 
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Ray:  Get up! Cometon, Sammy, get up! It's about time you 

woke up, sleepyhead. 

Sammy:  What? Oh. Uh, what have you been doing? 

Ray:  Exploring! Madetfriends with a cool old octopus. 

Youtgotta check him out. Havetyou eaten yet? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance What? Oh. Uh, what have you been 

doing? Included questioning of directive act. Sammy was qustioning to Ray 

what he’d been doing because Sammy was unconciously asleep and dream 

about Shelly. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 23  

Ray:  Picky, picky, picky. 

Sammy:  Where are you taking me to? 

Ray:  You'll see. We're almost there. Hiya, Slim! 

Slim:  Well, howdy! Grab on, boys! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Where are you taking me to? Included 

questioning of directive act. Sammy was questioning Ray where they were 

going to go. Ray was taking Sammy to Slim place. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 24 
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Ray:  So, was that fun or what? 

Sammy:  My head is still spinning. Hey, where's everybody 

going? 

Slim:  Oh, we got a situation here. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Mythead iststilltspinning. Hey,twhere's 

everybodytgoing? Included questioning of directive act. Saamy was 

questioning to Ray and Slim where was everybody going. They were 

playing around and suddenly everybody was gone. This utterance 

categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 25 

Sammy:  Taketcare of yourself! This looks horrible. 

Ray:  Ittwas so beautiful here. 

Sammy:  Why wouldtanybody do this totus? 

Ray:  Itdon't know. It doesn't make any sense at all. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Why would anybody do this to us? 

Included questioning of directive act. Sammy was questioning why humans 

did all of this to them. humans threw garbage and wasted into the sea which 

very dangerous for their live. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 
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Utterance 26 

Sammy:  I didn't asktto be here. Your humans brought me here. 

Fluffy:  If Itmay suggest, you should planton getting your 

little shelltout of here as soon as possible, unless you 

prefer to end up like my ex ami… the chicken. 

Sammy:  Chicken? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Chicken included questioning of directive 

act. Sammy was questioning to Fluffy what did he mean about Sammy 

supposed to go and what was the chicken that Fluffy meant. This utterance 

categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 27 

Fluffy:  So, havetyou given any more thought to your escape? 

You aretstarting to look like the fattgoose more and 

more every day. The day will come. It's a sure thing. 

Sammy:  Youtand your chicken stories. Is it true? Can you 

really go around the world? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Youtand yourtchickentstories. Istitttrue? 

Cantyou reallytgo aroundtthetworld? Included questioning of directive act. 

Sammy was questioning about Fluffy’s story was that true or not. This 

utterance categorized as directive act. 
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Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 28 

Fluffy:  Oh, but of course you can. I myself have traveled all 

over with my humans, since they rescued me from the 

Seine in Paris back in May '68. It has been 

magnifique. 

Sammy:  So, wait… there are other oceans out there? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance So, wait… there are other oceans out 

there? Included questioning of directive act. Sammy was questioning Fluffy 

about other ocean did that really exist. This utterance categorized as 

directive act.  

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 29 

Snow:  Theretyou go. You'll be our little peace ambassador. 

MerrytChristmas, little guy. 

Sammy:  Hey, what didtshe paint on my shell? 

Vera:  Turntaround. Let me see. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Hey,twhat didtshe paintton mytshell? 

Included questioning of directive act. Sammy was questioning what Snow 
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had done to his shell. Snow painted Sammy's shell with a shape, then 

Sammy asked Vera what kind of paint on his shell. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Vera as the hearer immediately told Sammy to turn around so that Vera 

could see the shell. 

Utterance 30 

Vera:  Oh, theretyou go again, with thetchicken and the 

funnytwords routine. Never mind him, Sammy. It 

looks cute on you. 

Sammy:  Whytdo you think they dresstup like that, with those 

silly hats? 

Fluffy:  lncroyable. Youtdon't get it? Because it's Christmas, 

youtget presents. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Whytdo youtthink theytdress uptliketthat, 

withtthose sillythats? Included questioning of directive act. Sammy was 

questioning why did people wearing unusual dresses and wearing 

ridiculously shaped hats like that. This utterance categorized as directive 

act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 31 

Snow:  Have a good life, little turtle. Peace. 
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Sammy:  Hey, excuse me. You wouldn't… You wouldn't 

know where I could find some food? 

Seaweeds?Ohh! Uhh! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Hey,texcusetme. Youtwouldn't…tYou 

wouldn'ttknow wheretI couldttfind somettfood?ttSeaweeds?Ohh!ttUhh! 

Included questioning of directive act. Sammy was questioning a fish that 

passing beside him if it knew where he could find seaweed. This utterance 

categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 32 

Vera:  Yeah, a lot of garbage out here. Gotta be careful. 

What brings you here? 

Sammy:  What brings you here? 

Vera:  Food. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance What brings you here? Included 

questioning of directive act. Sammy was questioning Vera what made vera 

in that place, it turned out that Vera found a lot of food in that place. This 

utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 33 
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Vera:  Hold on a sec. What's that noise? 

Sammy: I didn't hear anything. Yeah, this is tasty. 

Shelly:  Aaah! 

Vera:  Shh! 

Shelly:  Aaah! Shark! Help! Aah! 

Sammy:  Uhh! Are you hurt? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Uhh! Are you hurt? Included questioning 

of directuive act. Sammy was questioning to Shelly about the shark that just 

hurted her. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 34 

Shelly:  lt bit me pretty hard, but I'm fine. 

Sammy:  He's coming back. Quick, this way! Hurry! He's 

gaining on us! Keep going! Over there! 

Shelly:  Uhh! 

Sammy:  That was close. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance He'stcomingtback. Quick,ttthistway! 

Hurry!tHe'stgaining ontus! Keeptgoing! Overtthere! Included ordering of 
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directive act. Sammy ordered Shelly to be quick and moving fast so they 

could avoid the shark. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Shelly as the hearer in this utterance felt afraid of the big shark and 

immediately ran with Sammy. 

Utterance 35 

Shelly:  Too close. Aah! 

Sammy:  Go away! 

Shelly:  Leave us alone! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Go away! Included ordering of directive 

act. Sammy was ordering Shelly to go away from the shark. This utterance 

categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 36 

Shelly:  Well, Sammy...this is incredible! 

Sammy:  It is, isn't it? How's your shell? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Ittis, isn'ttit? How'styourtshell? Included 

questioning of directive act. Sammy was questioning to Shelly whether she 

was okay or something was hurt from the shark attack. This utterance 

categorized as directive act. 
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Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 37  

Sammy:  Hey, Shel, you ever get bored just drifting, going 

around in circles? 

Shelly:  It's what we do. 

Illocutioanry Act: the utterance Hey,ttShel, youtever gettbored just 

drifting,tgoing aroundtintcircles? Included questioning of directive act. 

Sammy was questioning to Shelly if she's tired of just being here floating 

and spinning. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 38 

Sammy:  Itknow. But wouldn't it betgreat to travel around the 

world? 

Shelly:  Whattdo you mean? This is our world. 

Sammy:  I thinktthere's a lot more than thesetwaters. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Itknow. Buttwouldn't ittbe greatttottravel 

aroundtthetworld? Included suggesting of directive act. Sammy suggested 

to Shelly in form of question that it would be better if they travel around the 

world. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 
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Utterance 39 

Sammy:  Well, thethumans talk about icetoceans and strange 

islands. I wanttto see them. 

Shelly:  Hmm. You'retdefinitely a different kind of turtle. I 

guesstthat's why I like you. 

Sammy:  Youtlike me? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance You like me? Included questioning of 

directive act. Sammy was questioning to Shelly when Shelly said that she 

liked him. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 40 

Shelly:  What'stnot to like? So, just howtexactly do you plan 

ontseeing the world? 

Sammy:  Havetyou ever heard about a secret passage? 

Shelly:  Youtreally think one exists? 

Sammy:  Itdo. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Havetyou evertheard aboutta secrett 

passage? Included questioning of directive act. Sammy was questioning to 

Shelly about the secret passage if Shelly ever heard of it before. This 

utterance categorized as directive act. 
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Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 41 

Shelly:  The humanstagain? Maybe they made up that whole 

thing. 

Sammy:  Maybe, buttI want to do something notone else has 

done. Itwant to see the world , ice oceans. So, you 

want to come along with a weirdo turtle like me? 

Shelly:  Is thista proposition, Sammy? 

Sammy:  Yeah...I guess it is. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Maybe,tbut Itwant totdo somethingtno 

onetelse hastdone. Itwant totsee thetworld , icetoceans. So,tyou wanttto 

cometalong withta weirdotturtle liketme? Included questioning of directive 

act. Sammy was questioning to Shelly whether she wanted to go around the 

world with him. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Shelly as the hearer felt happy to go travel to see the world with Sammy. 

Utterance 42 

Shelly: It's so beautiful here, and different. 

Sammy:  That's for sure. Wow, did you see that? 

Shelly:  Birds are everywhere! 
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Illocutionary Act: the utterance That's for sure. Wow, did you see that? 

Included questioning of directive act. Sammy was questioning to Shelly 

whether she saw a big bird. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 43 

Shelly:  Thattis one strange looking beast. 

Sammy:  A realtmonster, Did you see that? 

Shelly:  What? 

Sammy:  I'm nottsure. I feel like we're being followed. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance A real monster, Did you see that? 

Included questioning of directive act. Sammy was questioning to Shelly 

about a big snake in front of them whether Shelly saw that. This utterance 

categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 44 

Shelly:  Wetmade it! You were right! 

Sammy:  Gettingtthrough is gonna be another story. 

Shelly:  Sammy! You're tootclose! 

Sammy:  Followtme! We have to get ahead of the ship! 
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Shelly:  Maybetwe should go back. 

Illocutionary Act: thetutterance Follow me! Wethave to get ahead of the 

ship! Included ordering of directive act. Sammy ordered Shelly to follow 

him and overtaking the ship. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Shelly as the hearer felt unhappy, she could not follow Sammmy because 

very strong of current water. 

Utterance 45 

Shelly:  Oh! I can't hold on to the rope! 

Sammy:  Hang tight! I'm coming to help you! 

Shelly:  Come on, hurry! Hurry! Aah! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Hang tight! I'm coming to help you! 

Included ordering of directive act. Sammy ordered Shelly to hang tight on 

the rope then Sammy would come to help her. This utterance categorized as 

directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Shelly as the hearer asked Sammy to help her immediately because she 

could not hold the rope anymore. 

Utterance 46 
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Old male turtle:  Suretwas. Told ustsome crazy story about going 

through atsecret passage, heading for the ice oceans. 

Sammy:  You suretshe said "secret passageway"? 

Old male turtle:  Heardther plain as day. 

Old female turtle:  Indeed wetdid. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance You sure she said "secret passageway"? 

included questioning of directive act. Sammy was questioning to the old 

turtle about Shelly that she ever said to them about going through secret 

passage. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 47 

Sammy:  It's athuman marking. A peace sign. 

Seagull:  Peace sign? Where have I heard that before? 

Thinking, thinking. Oh, ho-ho-ho! That'stwhat she 

calledtit! 

Sammy:  Who? 

Seagull:  Oh, a cute little greenback liketyou. Big talker, she 

was. Going on about sweet water and a secret 

passagetand propellers! 
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Illocutionary Act: the utterance Who? Included questioning of directive 

act. Sammy was quetioning to Seagull about who the female turtle was he 

talking about. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 48 

Loggerhead turtle:  Notttoday. 

Sammy:  Sorry. Itthought you were someone else. Do you 

know what'stgoing to happen to us? 

Loggerhead turtle:  I heardtthe humans talking about this place. They're 

gonna taketgood care of us, put some kind of tag on 

us and release us backtinto the ocean. I say we relax 

andtenjoy the food, 'cause I heard they got 

cuchifritos, man, andtthat stuff is good. Okay? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Dotyou knowtwhat's goingtto happentto 

us? Included questioning of directive act. Sammy was questioning to 

Loggerhead turtle about what would happen with them in animal rescue 

center. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Loggerhead turtle as the hearer answered that Sammy should not worry 

because that was the place to take care of them. 

Utterance 49 
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Fluffy:  Sacrebleu! Well, look who it is. You are so fat, mon 

ami. 

Sammy:  Is that you, Fluffy? 

Fluffy:  But of course it's me. Don't I look just as fantastic as 

ever? 

Sammy:  I should be mad at you for tricking me that day on the 

beach. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Is that you, Fluffy? Included questioning 

of directive act. Sammy was questioning was that really Fluffy to a cat in 

front of him. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 50 

Fluffy:  Oh, mon dieu. Speaking of stories, l have to admit, I 

did miss you whenever Snow started reading her 

books to me. 

Sammy:  Snow is here? 

Fluffy:  Mais oui. Somewhere. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Snow is here? Included questioning of 

directive act. Sammy was questioning to Fluffy whether Snow was there or 

not. This utterance categorized as directive act. 
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Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 51 

Fluffy:  Who's Shelly? 

Sammy:  Never mind. You have to help me get out of here. 

Now! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Never mind. You have to help me get out 

of here. Now! Included ordering of directive act. Sammy ordered to Fluffy 

that he had to help him to go out from that place. This utterance categorized 

as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 52 

Snow:  What are you doing in theretbothering the animals, 

Fluffy? I don't believe it. Fluffy!tYou recognized 

him? Aww. It's our little peacetambassador. Look at 

you, little guy all growntup.What happened to you? 

How did you get here? l wastafraid you wouldn't 

make it after I abandoned youton the beach. It is so 

good to see you. I know, Itknow. You're in a hurry to 

get back into the sea, aren'ttyou? Well, we're gonna 

get you out there soon enough. Firsttwe have to tag 

you. I need to get some moretfrom the other building. 
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It is so good to see the littletguy, isn't it, Fluffy? I'll 

be back really soon. 

Sammy:   Fluffy, hurry! 

Fluffy:  All right, stand back. I will get the door open. 

Lab worker:  Hey, stop that. Come on, Fluffy. Go outside and play. 

Leave these animals be. 

Fluffy:  Sorry, buddy. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Fluffy, hurry! Included ordering of 

directive act. Sammy ordered Fluffy to hurry help him out from that place. 

This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Fluffy as the hearer was ready to open the door to help Sammy. 

Utterance 53 

Female leatherback:  Hurry! 

Female leatherback 2: Ohh! 

Female leatherback:  You have to help us! 

Sammy:  What's wrong? 

Female leatherback 2: He's trapped! He's gonna fall over! 
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Illocutionary Act: the utterance What's wrong? Included questioning of 

directive act. Sammy was questioning what’s wrong to Female leatherback 

that asking help to Sammy. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 54 

Female leatherback 2: He's trapped! He's gonna fall over! 

Sammy:  Who? 

Female leatherback:  Hurry, follow us! 

Female leatherback 2: We brought someone to help you! 

Ray:  Good. 'Cause this thing's about to go! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Who? Included questioning of directive 

act. Sammy was questioning to Female leatherback who was falling in the 

trap that needed help. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 55 

Female leatherback:  Oh, hold on. 

Ray:'  Is that all you could find? You might as well have 

brought me a shrimp! He's too small! What's he 

gonna do? How can he help me, huh? 
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Sammy:  Stop moving. You're gonna send yourself over the 

edge and then you're done for! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Stoptmoving. You'retgonna sendtyourself 

overtthe edgetand thentyou're donetfor! Included ordering of directive act. 

Sammy ordered to Ray that he should not moving while in the trap. This 

utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 56 

Ray:  Go ahead. Go on, say it. Turtle soup, huh? 

Sammy:  Hahaha! How did you ever get away? 

Ray:  Oh, it takes a lot more to stop old Ray here. You know 

that. 

Female leatherback:  Can you two stop blubbering for a moment? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Hahaha! How did you ever get away? 

Included questioning of directive act. Sammy was questioning to Ray how 

did he escape from the net that time that separated them. This utterance 

categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 57 

Ray:  Ohh! 
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Female leatherback 2: He's gonna fall over iftyou don't get him out of there! 

Sammy:  I can do this. Howtdid you end up in this thing 

anyway? 

Ray:  Okay, let me tell youtabout it, right? It was full of 

frozen squid when Itfound it. It was gonna be an easy 

in-and-out. But it slipped, andtI got trapped. So, I just 

started to eat 'em one bytone, 'cause they thawed out 

real slow, but as l wasteating them, I started getting 

full, then I started movingtslow, then I couldn't move. 

And you know me, I gottthe itis. So, I started to take 

a nap... 

Sammy:  Okay, no morettalking. It's time to get you out of 

there. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Itcan dotthis. Howtdid youtend uptintthis 

thingtanyway? Included questioning of directive act. Sammy was 

questioning to Ray how did Ray end up trapped here. This utterance 

categorized as dirctive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Ray as the hearer started too much talking when Sammy asked him a 

question. 

Utterance 58 
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Female leatherback:  No, no, no! 

Ray:  Easy, Sammy. Easy, Sammy. 

Sammy:  Don't move, Ray. Stay still. No! Ray! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Don'ttmove,tRay. Staytstill.tNo!tRay! 

Included ordering of directive act. Sammy ordered Ray to stay did not make 

many moves inside the trap. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 59 

Sammy:  Shelly. 

Rita:  Yes! That'sther. 

Sammy:  Where didtyou see her? Where did she go? 

Rita:  I'm prettytsure she went in there. 

Ray:  What are youtwaiting for, buddy? Let's go find her! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Where did you see her? Where did she 

go? Included questioning of directive act. Sammy was questioning Rita 

where did she saw Shelly and where did Shelly going. This utterance 

categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 60  
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Rita:  Robbie, Clara's been looking for you. 

Robbie:  Yeah, well, that figures. With all the good-looking 

gals out here, she doesn't want me to be wandering 

around too much. Well, I'd better get goin'. See you 

all later. You two, manana. Know what I'm talkin' 

about? 

Sammy:  Who's Clara? 

Rita:  Robbie's mate. 

Sammy:  I thought Shelly and Robbie were... 

Rita:  Mates? Ha-ha-ha-ha! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Who's Clara? Included questioning of 

directive act. Sammy was questioning to Rita who was Clara that Robbie 

meant. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 61 

Sammy:  Then this means… Shelly may not have a mate after 

all. 

Ray:  You might be right. 

Sammy:  What do I do? 

Ray:  I wouldn't be waiting around here if I were you. 
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Illocutionary Act: the utterance What do I do? Included questioning of 

directive act. Sammy was questioning to Ray and Rita what should he did 

to meet Shelly. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Ray as the hearer answered that if he was Sammy he couldn't possibly just 

sit here waiting. 

Utterance 62 

Baby hatchling:  What exactly am I supposed to do? 

Sammy:  Just put one flipper in front of the other and you'll 

be all right. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Just put one flipper in front of the other 

and you'll be all right included ordering of directive act. Sammy was 

helping a baby get out from the sand, Sammy ordered to Small baby turtle 

how to get out from the sand. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 63 

Sammy:  Are you the same "Fell out of a bird's beak when 

you were hatched" Shelly? 

Shelly: Wait a second. I knew you looked familiar, too! You 

saved my life! Twice! 
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Illocutionary Act: thetutterance Aretyou thetsame "Felltout oftatbird's 

beaktwhen youtwerethatched"tShelly? Included questioning of directive 

act. Sammy was questioning to Shelly if she was saying fell out of a bird's 

beak when you were hatched. This utterance categorized as directive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Shelly as the hearer felt happy to meet Sammy because she remembered that 

Sammy ever saved her life. 

3. Comissives 

Commissive is utterance that produces action in the future. The types of 

comissive are refusing, promising, vowing, planning, threatening, offering, 

warning. 

Utterance 1 

Ray: It was a joke! You know,tseeing that we're supposed 

to be floating around untiltwe grow up and all… this 

little raft of yours couldtcome in handy. This ain't 

bad. Now, are you suretabout this? I don't want to 

get all friendly—like,tand then you go wacky on me 

one day, or want totkick me off. 

Sammy:  I wouldn't do that. Besides, wetwere hatched on the 

same day probablyton the same beach. We're 

practicallytbrothers. 
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Ray:  Brothers. I liketthat. Ahh. The sun feels good, don't 

it? I like laying out intthe sun. Good for my skin. 

'Cause, you know, whenta turtle gets all dried up and 

everything, it getstall flaky and ugly. I don't like that. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Itwouldn't dotthat.tBesides, wetwere 

hatchedton thetsame daytprobably ontthe sametbeach. We'retpractically 

brotherstincluded refusing of comissive act. Sammy refused what Ray said 

that one day he might make fun of Ray. This utterance categorized as 

comissive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Ray as the hearer felt happy when Ray said that they were pactically brother. 

Utterance 2 

Ray:  Exploring! Made friendstwith a cool old octopus. 

You gotta check himtout. Have you eaten yet? 

Sammy:  I will get somethington the way. 

Ray:  Picky, picky,tpicky. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance I will get something on the way included 

planning of comissive act. Sammy was planning that he would find some 

food on the way. This utterance categorized as comissive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 3 
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Ray:  Sammy! 

Sammy:  Wait for me here! I will find a way out! 

Ray:  I'll be right here, Sammy, you hear?! Right here! 

Aaah! They got me! 

Illocutionary Act: the uterance Waittfor methere! Itwill findta waytout! 

Included planning of comissive act. Sammy planned to find a way get out 

from net which trapped them. This utterance categorized as comissive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Ray as the hearer felt afraid of what was going to happen, he answered that 

he would be waiting for Sammy in that place. 

Utterance 4 

Female leatherback:  Can you two stop blubbering for a moment? 

Ray:  They foundtme, tossed me in the bait bucket. Whoo-

hoo! Goodtthing, too, 'cause I was starving! After I 

ate all thetbait, I jumped overboard. By then, we were 

miles awaytfrom each other. I blame myself for us 

gettingtseparated. 

Sammy:  No, Ray.. 

Ray:  Ohh! 
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Illocutionary Act: the utterance No, Ray.. included refusing of comissive 

act. Sammy refused what Ray said, their separation at that time was not 

Ray's fault. This utterance categorized as comissive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

4. Expressives 

Expressive is a type of speech act that expresses feelings. The types of 

expressive are thanking, welcoming, apologizing, condolences, joy, likes, 

dislikes, scaring, confusing, surprising, regretting, realizing, praising, 

doubting. 

Utterance 1 

Sammy:  Aah! Aah! Aah! Help! Let me go! Aaaah! Aah! 

Aah! Aaah! Aaaaaah! 

Shelly:  Hi there. Watch out! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Aah! Aah! Aah! Help! Let me go! 

Aaaah! Aah! Aah! Aaah! Aaaaaah! Included scaring of expressive act. 

Sammy was scared when he was a baby suddenly a bird catched him from 

the sand. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act:- 

Utterance 2 

Sammy:  Aah! Aaaaah! Aaaaaah! 
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Shelly:  Whoo! That was pretty cool with... with those birds, 

huh? It was like we... like we were flying! You know, 

you don't look too good. 

Sammy:  Ohh... 

Shelly:  Can you move? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Aah! Aaaaah! Aaaaaah! Included scaring 

of expressive act. Sammy so scared for the bird that carried him then release 

him from a height. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 3 

Shelly:  Come on, don't give up! You can still make it. You 

have to try! Get up! I'll help you! No! Let go! Help 

me! Help! Help! 

Sammy:  Shelly? Shelly?! Uhh!  

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Shelly? Shelly?! Uhh! Included realizing 

of expressive act. Sammy was dreaming about Shelly catched by a bird, then 

he realized that it just a dream. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 4 

Ollie:  And you got your great white. 
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Sammy:  White? 

Jacko:  Very, very fast fish they are. 

Ollie:  And big teeth, too! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance White? Included surprising of expressive 

act. Sammy surprised when they said great white, they made worry and 

frightened Sammy. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 5  

Jacko:  And don't eat the plastic! Seaweed good, plastic bad! 

Sammy:  Ouch! What did you do that for? Do I look like food 

to you? Crazy fish. What a way to start the journey. 

Ray:  How's it goin', guys? Lookin' mighty cozy up here. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Ouch! Whattdid youtdo thattfor? DotI 

looktlike foodttotyou? Crazytfish. Whatta waytto starttthejourney included 

surprising of expressive act. Sammy surprised by an attack of a fish that 

suddenly appear. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 6 

Sammy:  I... I don'ttthink it'll... 
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Ray:  You evertseen them barnacles? You let them hitch a 

ridetwith you, theyttnever leave. A bunch of 

freeloaders. 

Sammy:  Hello? Oh. Goodbye. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Hello? Oh. Goodbye included greeting of 

expressive act. Sammy was greeting to Ray when Ray dived into the sea. 

This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 7 

Ray:  Ah, no worries. Us Leathers got heads like rocks. The 

name's Ray. 

Sammy:  Sammy. Pleased to meet you. 

Ray:  How long you been on the journey? 

Sammy:  Just one day. 

Illocutionary act: the utterance Sammy. Pleased to meet you included 

welcoming of expressive act. Sammy welcomed Ray well when they both 

get to know each other. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 8 

Sammy:   Hey, watch out! 
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Ray:  Ow! Man, this is not my day. Now, why'd you whack 

me upside my head? 

Sammy:   But I... 

Ray:  Lucky I didn't pass out! Look at that! Got a bump the 

size of a barnacle. Probably get bigger, take over my 

whole head. 

Illocutionary act: the utterance But I... included confusing of expressive 

act. Sammy was confused why Ray said that Sammy hit him on his head but 

actually he hit the wood himself because he wasn't careful. This utterance 

categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 9 

Ray:  Lucky Itdidn't pass out! Look at that! Got a bump the 

size of atbarnacle. Probably get bigger, take over my 

whole head. 

Sammy:  I... I don'ttthink it will... 

Ray:  You evertseen them barnacles? Youtlet them hitch a 

ridetwith you, they never leave. A bunch of 

freeloaders. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance I... I don't think it will... included 

confusing of expressive act. Sammy confused with what Ray said, Ray said 
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something continuesly without stop that made Sammy became confused. 

This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 10 

Ray:  Haha! Whoo! Is this great or what?! 

Sammy:  Better than great! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Better than great! Included joy of 

expressive act. Sammy and Ray were having fun together while they were 

out for a walk then suddenly the whale they ride shot water from the 

blowhole which launched Sammy and Ray into the air. This utterance 

categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 11 

Ray:  Well, hey, you never know. It's a small ocean out 

there. Maybe someday you and I will run into her. 

Sammy:  Maybe. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Maybe included doubting of expressive 

act. Sammy was doubting with what would happen, he was still not sure 

whether he could meet Shelly again or not. This utterance categorized as 

expressive act. 
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Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 12 

Ray:  What's going on? 

Slim:  Don't know. But it don't look good. Smells bad, too. 

Sammy:  What is this stuff? 

Ray:  It's all around us. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance What is this stuff? Included confusing of 

expressive act. Sammy confused about what kind of object fell into their sea 

area, it smelled very bad and made the environment damaged. This utterance 

categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 13 

Ray:  Oh, look at that! 

Sammy:  What is it? 

Ray:  Some kind of aliens? 

Sammy:  No. Humans. They're everywhere. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance What is it? Included surprising of 

expressive act. Sammy was surprised by a loud sound from the sky that 

made by human. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 
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Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 14 

Police:  Youtwith the love beads — start that bus up! 

Fluffy:  Vite! Vite! Go! Go! Go! 

Sammy:  What'stgoing on? 

Police:  Hey, you're comingtwith us. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance What's going on? Included confusing of 

expressive act. Sammy confused with what was going on in Snow’s place 

when suddenly there was a lot of noise that finally made Snow leave the 

place and leave Sammy. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 15 

Vera:  Itsee you escaped one prison and got yourself all 

tangledtup in another. 

Sammy:  I'm reallytglad to see you. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance I'mttreally gladtto seetyou included 

welcoming of expressive act. Sammy welcomed Vera well when Sammy 

met Vera again after few moments since in Snow’s house. This utterance 

categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 
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Utterance 16 

Vera:  Food. 

Sammy:  Oh, yeah! 

Vera:  Follow me! What did I tell you? 

Sammy:  This is just what I needed. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Oh, yeah! Included joy of expressive act. 

Sammy was feeling happy after for a while looking for a food finally he met 

Vera then she showed him place of nice food. This utterance categorized as 

expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 17 

Shelly:  It's nottevery day you get a chance to see the world, 

right? How dotwe find this secret passage? 

Sammy:  I'm nottsure. Let's head south. We will ask around. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance I'mtnot sure.tLet's headtsouth. We'lltask 

aroundtincluded doubting of expressive act. Sammy was doubting or still 

not sure to find a way to go to secret passage which they would visit. This 

utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 18 
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Sammy:  Shelly! No! Uh! No! Uhh! Shelly! Where are you?! 

Shelly! Shelly. 

Sammy:  Losing Shelly was all my fault, my big idea to see 

the world. And now, here it was. 

Sea turtle:  Yo, what's up with you? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance LosingtShelly wastall mytfault, mytbig 

ideatto seetthe world.tAnd now,there itttwas included regretting of 

expressive act. Sammy regretted losing Shelly, he felt it was all his fault for 

wanting to see the world. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 19 

Ray:  Thettrick is to know where totlook. And this time of 

year, there'stonly one place shetwould be headed and 

thattwould be the magical place. Looktat this. It 

shinestlike this all day. You nevertwant to leave. 

Sammy:  Thistis amazing. 

Ray:  If you'retlooking for a mate, thistis where you want 

to be. There'stRita! Baby boo! Rita! I'm back! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance This is amazing included surprising of 

expressive act. Sammy was surprised by the very beautiful place that Ray 

showed to him. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 
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Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 20 

Rita:  Very pleasedtto meet you. I thought you were dead. I 

mean, Raytalways thought... 

Sammy:  Itknow, turtle soup. I'm glad you finally tamed his 

wanderingtways. 

Female green turtle:  Haha! He's cute. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Itknow, turtletsoup. I'mtglad youtfinally 

tamedthis wanderingtways Included welcoming of expressive act. Sammy 

welcomed Rita back, he was feeling good to see Ray’s wife that Ray finally 

got the woman he deserved. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 21 

Ray:  Youtspit sand in thattbird's face! You saved her life! 

Sammy:  I don't eventknow if she made it. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Itdon't eventknow iftshe madetit included 

doubting of expressive act. Sammy doubted if he was really helping Shelly 

when it all happened by accident. This utterance categorized as expressive 

act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 
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Utterance 22 

Sammy:  So, wait… theretare other oceans out there? 

Sammy:  (narrating) Onetday, Snow found a female turtle. I 

think she wantedtus to... 

Vera:  Mate?! She's gottatbe kidding. 

Sammy:  I guess she wantstmore turtles. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance I guess she wants more turtles included 

realizing of expressive act. Sammy realized that Snow found a female turtle 

not to make them as a mate, maybe she just wanted more turtles. This 

utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 23 

Fluffy:  Absolument. And whose pen dotyou think this was? 

Sammy:  They eat animals? But shetseems so nice. 

Fluffy:  Do not let the hippie dippietattitude fool you. She will 

stuff you like a goose. Then, ittis... Crrrrr! Pate for 

everyone. Shh. Here shetcomes now. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Theyteat animals?tBut shetseems sotnice 

included confusing of expressive act. Sammy confused when Fluffy said 
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that Snow liked to eat animal and just pretending to be nice. This utterance 

categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 24 

Fluffy:  I'd say you were just about right. 

Sammy:  Vera! 

Police:  None of you kids belong on this beach! I want all of 

you off this beach now! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Vera! Included scaring of expressive act. 

Sammy called Vera out of fear. Sammy was frightened by Fluffy that Vera's 

release was correct if Snow liked young turtle for soup. This utterance 

categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 25 

Fluffy:  That should be you out there. 

Sammy:  I thought you liked Vera. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance I thought you liked Vera included 

confusing of expressive act. Sammy thought that Fluffy liked Vera more 

than him, just why did Fluffy say that. This utterance categorized as 

epressive act. 
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Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 26  

Sammy:  I thought you liked Vera. 

Fluffy:  Vera is too old and too tough for turtle soup. But 

you...  

Sammy:  Oh! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Oh! Included scaring of expressive act. 

Sammy scared of what Fluffy said about turtle soup and Fluffy was still 

keep saying about that. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 27 

Vera:  Well, well, well. Looktwhat the trash brought in. 

Sammy:  Vera! 

Vera:  I seetyou escapedtone prison and got yourself all 

tangled uptin another. 

Sammy:  I'm reallytglad to see you. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Vera! Included joy of expressive act. 

Sammy was happy to see Vera again, he thought Vera already gone so far. 

This utterance categorized as expressive act. 
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Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 28 

Shelly:  Uhh! 

Sammy:  That was close! 

Shelly:  Too close. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance That was close! Included scaring of 

expressive act. Sammy was scared that the big Shark would hurt him and 

Shelly. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 29 

Vera: Hey, you! Bigtteeth! That's right, hotshot. I got your 

scaly buttton my radar. You picked the wrong turtle 

to betmessing with. Hey! You want some of this? Is 

that alltyou got? I'm gonna call you the Great Wimp  

not GreattWhite. Aah! 

Sammy: Oh, no!tVera! 

Vera:  Hey! Youtthink that hurts?What?! Please. That's all 

youtgot? Oh, yeah, I'm gonna make churn out of you, 

pal. Looktat you. I got one tough shell, fish—breath. 

You heardtme! And don't make me swim after you. 
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Whoo! Thattfelt good! No need to worry about Mr. 

Sharktanymore. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Oh, no! Vera! Included scaring of 

expressive act. Sammy was scared when suddenly Vera came and tried to 

fight the Shark alone. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 30 

Vera:  Well, gotta go. Feedtthe boy. 'Cause a fat turtle is a 

happy turtle. Taketcare, you two. 

Shelly:  You know, youtdon't look too good. Are you okay? 

Hatchling Shelly's voice: Don't givetup! You can still make it! You have to 

try! 

Sammy:  Hey...wait!tYou... You're Shelly! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Hey...wait! You... You're Shelly! Included 

surprising of expressive act. Sammy surprised that a girl in front of him 

actually was Shelly when he remember the way Shelly talked that day on 

the beach. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Shelly as the hearer felt confused how did he know about her name. 

Utterance 31 
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Shelly:  Howtdo you know my name? 

Sammy:  Istthis a dream? 

Shelly:  No. Itdon't think so. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Is this a dream? Included joy of expressive 

act. Sammy was so happy that she was really Shelly, felt like a dream for 

Sammy to see Shelly again. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 32 

Shelly:  Is this a proposition, Sammy? 

Sammy:  Yeah...I guess it is. 

Shelly:  I'd love to go with you. 

Sammy:  Really?! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Yeah...I guess it is included doubting of 

expressive act. Sammy was doubting when asking Shelly to go see the world 

with him and a little bit shy. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Shelly as the hearer felt happy to go travel with Sammy. 

Utterance 33 

Shelly:  I'd lovetto go with you. 
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Sammy:  Really?! 

Shelly:  It's nottevery day you get a chance to see the world, 

right? Howtdo we find this secret passage? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Really?! Included surprising of expressive 

act. Sammy was surprised by Shelly’s answer that she wanted to go to see 

the world with him, Sammy thought that Shelly would not go with him. This 

utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 34 

Sammy:  I'm not sure. Let's head south. We'll ask around. 

Sammy:  Yeah! 

Shelly:  Whoohoo! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Yeah! Included joy of expressive act. 

Sammy was feeling so happy finally he traveled to see the world with 

Shelly, he could not hide his feeling that he was so happy. This utterance 

categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Shelly as the hearer felt happy, they enjoy their journey together, 

Utterance 35 

Shelly:  Whoohoo! 
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Sammy:  Hahahaha! 

Seal:  AlltI know is I see a lot of ships headed that way. But 

secrettpassage? That I couldn't tell you. I stay as far 

awaytfrom them humans as possible. 

Sammy:  Thattmust be the way. I feel it. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Hahahaha! Included joy of expressive act. 

Sammy was feeling so happy together with Shelly and spent his time with 

Shelly at that moment. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 36 

Shelly:  Uh, Sammy? I don't think it's anything to worry 

about. They're not that big. 

Sammy:   Ow! 

Shelly:  Uhh! 

Sammy:  True, unless you count the fact that they have a whole 

lot of nasty teeth, and, uh, there seem to be quite a lot 

of them. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Ow! Included surprising of expressive act. 

Sammy was surprised by piranha that suddenly bit him. This utterance 

categorized as expressive act. 
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Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 37 

Shelly:  Uh, Sammy? I don't think it's anything to worry 

about. They're not that big.  

Sammy:  Ow! 

Shelly:  Uhh! 

Sammy:  True, unless you count the fact that they have a 

whole lot of nasty teeth, and, uh, there seem to be 

quite a lot of them. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance True,tunless youtcount thetfact thattthey 

haveta wholetlot oftnasty teeth,tand,tuh,tthere seemtto betquite atlottof 

themtincluded scaring of expressive act. Sammy scared with many piranhas 

around him and Shelly was getting closer and closer to them. This utterance 

categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 38 

Shelly:  Sammy! 

Sammy:  Let me go! Aaaaah! Aaaaaah! Uhh! Why did you 

bring me up here? Ow! Hey! Stop that! Ow! Cut it 

out! Come on! Stop! Ow! Hey! Ow! Ow! Ow! 
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Illocutionary Act: the utterance Let me go! Aaaaah! Aaaaaah! Uhh!tWhy 

didtyou bringtme upthere?tOw! Hey! Stop that!tOw!tCut it out! Come on! 

Stop! Ow! Hey! Ow! Ow! Ow! Included surprising of expressive act. 

Sammy was surprised by a large bird that suddenly took Sammy who was 

in the water to the top of the tree. This utterance categorized as expressive 

act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 39 

Shelly:  Sammy! l wastso frightened! I thought I lost you 

forever. 

Sammy:  Duck! 

Shelly:  Maybe lookingtfor the secret passage is a bad idea. 

Sammy:  I think I knowtwhere it is. When I was up in that tree, 

I saw all thesetbig ships heading toward a place in 

the distance. Ithink we're close, really close. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Duck! Included surprising of expressive 

act. Sammy after falling from a fallen tree was surprised by a tree trunk that 

was about to hit him and Shelly. This utterance categorized as expressive 

act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 40 
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Shelly: Sammy! 

Sammy:  Shelly! 

Shelly:  Oh! I can't hold on to the rope! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Shelly! Included scaring of expressive act. 

Sammy was scared when he saw Shelly calling him, Shelly didn't feel strong 

enough to fight the water current. This utterance categorized as expressive 

act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 41 

Shelly:  Come on, hurry! Hurry! Aah! 

Sammy:  Shelly! No! Uh! No! Uhh! Shelly! Where are you?! 

Shelly! Shelly. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Shelly! No! Uh! No! Uhh! Shelly! Where 

are you?! Shelly! Shelly included regretting of expressive act. Sammy 

regretted bringing Shelly here which had made him lose Shelly again. This 

utterance categorized as expressive act.  

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 42 

Old male turtle:  Well, hello there, young turtle. 

Sammy:  Hi. 
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Illocutionary Act: the utterance Hi included greeting of expressive act. 

Sammy greeted back the old male turtle he passed. This utterance 

categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 43 

Old male turtle:  She was going on and on about sweet water, giant 

ships. 

Sammy:  That's Shelly! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance That’s Shelly! Included surprising of 

expressive act. Sammy was surprised by the old male turtle's words that he 

had met a female turtle who had passed through sweet water and the giant 

ship, Sammy believed that it was Shelly. This utterance categorized as 

expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 44 

Old male turtle:  Why, Itdo believe that was her name. 

Sammy: Shelly'stalive! She's alive! Thank you! Thank you! 

Youtjust made me the happiest turtle in the ocean! 

Thanktyou! 
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Old female turtle:  Goodtluck, my dear! We truly hope you find your 

mate. Ohh, totbe young and in love again. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Shelly'stalive! She'stalive! Thanktyou! 

Thanktyou! Youtjust madetme thethappiest turtletin thetocean!tThank 

you! Included thanking of expressive act. Sammy was thanking to the old 

couple turtle because of their story about Shelly now he knew that Shelly 

was still alive and he was very happy to hear that. This utterance categorized 

as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 45 

Seagull:  Oh, atcute little greenback like you. Big talker, she 

was. Goington about sweet water and a secret 

passagetand propellers! 

Sammy:  You sawtShelly! 

Seagull:  I suretdid! She had to get to the ice ocean. Makes no 

sense totme but, then again, what do I know? I'm just 

atbird. You're a turtle. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance You saw Shelly! Included surprising of 

expressive act. Sammy was surprised by Seagull's words about ever met a 

turtle girl who had passed through sweet water and secret passage, Sammy 

believed that was Shelly. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 
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Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 46 

Whale:  Looks pretty seaworthy. What brings you to these 

waters? You're a long way from where you should be. 

Sammy:  I know. I'm freezing. M-Maybe you can help me. 

I'm looking for... Look out! Duck! Uhh! 

Greenpeace worker:  Put down your weapons! You cannot do this! You are 

in violation of the law! The world is watching! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Itknow. I'mtfreezing. M-Maybetyoutcan 

helptme. I'mtlookingtfor... Looktout! Duck! Uhh! Included surprising of 

expressive act. Sammy while talking to a Whale surprised by a human attack 

that tried to attack the Whale. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 47 

Greenpeace worker:  I know the climate's changing, but turtles in 

Antarctica? That's pretty crazy. 

Sammy:  Shelly. 

Lab worker:  Vital signs are good. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Shelly included surprising of expressive 

act. Sammy surprised when he saw Shelly also in the same place with him, 
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but he had no much energy to do something. This utterance categorized as 

expressive act 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 48 

Ecologist:  She's made a remarkable recovery. We'll give her one 

last check-up once we get to Monterey. Then we'll tag 

her, and she'll be good to go. 

Sammy:  Yeah. l was right. It is you. I've gotta get out of here! 

Come on! Open! Uhh! Shelly! Whoa. Shelly! 

Shelly:  Sammy? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Yeah.tl wastright. Ittistyou.tI've gottatget 

outtofthere! Cometon!nOpen!nUhh!nShelly!nWhoa.nShelly! Included 

surprising of expressive act. Sammy surprised many of the animals there 

because of his ambition to meet Shelly, Sammy shouted that it made a lot 

of noise. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Shelly as the hearer felt surprised by Sammy’s voice at that place. 

Utterance 49 

Greenpeace worker:  Hey, easy. You'retgonna hurt yourself if you fall off 

there. Alltright, all right, everybody. Shush! 
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Sammy:  Shelly? Istthat you? 

Loggerhead turtle:  Notttoday. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Shelly? Is that you? Included surprising 

of expressive act. Sammy was surprised to see another turtle in front of him, 

he thought it was Shelly. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Loggerhead turtle as the hearer answered Sammy’s question that he was not 

Shelly. 

Utterance 50 

Loggerhead turtle:  Notttoday. 

Sammy:  Sorry. Itthought you were someone else. Do you 

knowtwhat's going to happen to us? 

Loggerhead turtle:  I heardtthe humans talking about this place. They're 

gonnattake good care of us, put some kind of tag on 

us andtrelease us back into the ocean. I say we relax 

and enjoytthe food, 'cause I heard they got 

cuchifritos, man, andtthat stuff is good. Okay? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Sorry. I thought you were someone else 

included apologizing of expressive act. Sammy apologized to other turtle 

that he met, he thought that was Shelly. This utterance categorized as 

expressive act. 
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Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 51 

Sammy:  Is that you, Fluffy? 

Fluffy:  But of course it's me. Don't I look just as fantastic as 

ever? 

Sammy:  I should be mad at you for tricking me that day on 

the beach. 

Fluffy:  Oh, yes, the chicken story. Well, you got me there. I 

made it all up. l was a little more insecure back then. 

You're not going to hold a grudge, are you? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Itshould betmad attyou forttrickingtme 

thattday ontthe beachtincluded realizing of expressive act. Sammy realized 

that what Fluffy told to him at Snow's house was a lie. This utterance 

categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Fluffy as the hearer felt embarrassed that his story about the chicken was a 

lie. 

Utterance 52 

Fluffy: Oh, yes, the chicken story. Well, you got me there. I 

made it all up. l was a little more insecure back then. 

You're not going to hold a grudge, are you? 
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Sammy:  No. It's good to see you, Fluffy. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance No. It's good to see you, Fluffy included 

welcoming of expressive act. Sammy welcomed well his met with Fluffy 

even he ever tricked by Fluffy. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 53 

Sammy:  Snow is here? 

Fluffy:  Mais oui. Somewhere. 

Sammy:  Shelly! 

Fluffy:  Who's Shelly? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Shelly! Included surprising of expressive 

act. Sammy was surprising when he saw Shelly from the window, Shelly 

was going to released in the ocean. This utterance categorized as expressive 

act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 54 

Fluffy:  Okay, okay. For being so slow, you turtles are always 

in a hurry. 

Sammy:  Fluffy! 
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Fluffy:  What do you want me to do? 

Sammy:  I need you to get this door open. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Fluffy! Included dislikes of expressive act. 

Sammy did not like when Fluffy always too much talking everytime he 

needed. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Fluffy as the hearer asked Sammy what he supposed to do to help.  

Utterance 55 

Ray: Waitta second. You sound familiar. Come here. 

Come on. Cometcloser. Let me get a better look at 

you. Well, twisttmy shell, 'cause I can't believe this. 

Sammy?! Sammy, istthat you?! 

Sammy:  Ray! I thought you were... 

Ray:  Go ahead. Go on, say it. Turtle soup, huh? 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Ray! I thought you were... included 

surprising of expressive act. Sammy was surprised that somebody he was 

going to help was Ray, his friend who had been separated from him, he 

thought Ray was dead. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Ray as the hearer continued Sammy's words with happy feeling. 
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Utterance 56 

Ray:  Aaah! Whoo! I knew you had my shell all the time, 

brother. Ladies… my heartfelt gratitude goes out to 

you. Your bravery is only exceeded by your collective 

beauty. 

Sammy:  Good line, Ray. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Good line, Ray included praising of 

expressive act. Sammy praised Ray's skill with words and flirting with the 

girls who saved his life from a trap. This utterance categorized as expressive 

act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 57 

Ray:  Oh, shnookums. I-I was entangled, so to speak, okay? 

And then I swam into my very old friend. Honey? 

Sugar pie? This is Sammy. 

Rita:  Sammy? For real? 

Ray:  The one and only. 

Sammy:  Hi, Rita. 

Rita:  Very pleased to meet you. I thought you were dead. I 

mean, Ray always thought... 
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Illocutionary Act: the utterance Hi, Rita included greeting of expressive 

act. Sammy greeted Rita who was a wife of his best friend. This utterance 

categorized as expressive act.  

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Rita as the hearer greeted back to Sammy and felt happy to see Sammy. 

Utterance 58 

Female green turtle:  Love always finds a way. 

Sammy:  Shelly! Shelly! Shelly! 

Ray:  What's wrong? You didn't find her? 

Sammy:  She's here, all right. But she's got a mate. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Shelly! Shelly! Shelly! Included 

surprising of expressive act. Sammy was surprised what he saw was Shelly, 

but Shelly didn't look alone. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 59 

Sammy:  What do I do? 

Ray:  I wouldn't be waitin' around here if I were you. 

Sammy:  What if she doesn't... 

Ray:  Doesn't what? 
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Illocutionary Act: the utterance What if she doesn't... included doubting 

of expressive act. Sammy doubted that later he would not be able to meet 

Shelly because it was a danger to her at the time through secret passage. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Ray as the hearer was confused by Sammy's words. 

Utterance 60 

Ray:  I can't bite through it! Aah! 

Sammy:  Ray! 

Ray:  Sammy! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Ray! Included scaring of expressive act. 

Sammy called Ray who tried to help him, Sammy was afraid he couldn't get 

out of the net which suddenly entangled his body. This utterance categorized 

as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Ray as the hearer called Sammy and felt so afraid because of the net that 

trapped Sammy. 

Utterance 61 

Ray:  Sammy! 

Sammy:  Ray! 

Ray:  We will get out of this! 
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Illocutionary Act: the utterance Ray! Included scaring of expressive act. 

Sammy was afraid to see that he and Ray were in different fishing nets 

heading in different directions. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Ray as the hearer felt so afraid that they were in different nets. 

Utterance 62 

Ray:  Sammy! 

Sammy:  Uhh! Uhh! Aah! Ray... 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Uhh! Uhh! Aah! Ray... included scaring 

of expressive act. Sammy got scared when the net that caught him and Ray 

went completely different directions. This utterance categorized as 

expressive act. 

Perocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 63 

Shelly:  I don't see any secret passage. Let's move on. Of 

course he's not crazy. We have a plan. We want to 

see the world. 

Sammy:  Thanks anyway. Oh, this is not as easy as I thought. 

Shelly:  Wait! Over there! 
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Illocutionary Act: the utterance Thankstanyway. Oh,tthis istnot asteasytas 

Itthought included thanking of expressive act. Sammy thanked to Shelly 

that she wanted to go with him even it was not easy. This utterance 

categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 64 

Robbie:  Yeah, well, that figures. With all the good looking 

gals out here, she doesn't want me to be wandering 

around too much. Well, I'd better get goin'. See you 

all later. You two, manana. Know what I'm talkin' 

about? 

Sammy:  Who's Clara? 

Rita:  Robbie's mate. 

Sammy:  I thought Shelly and Robbie were... 

Rita:  Mates? Hahahaha! 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance I thought Shelly and Robbie were... 

included confusing of expressive act. Sammy confused what actually 

happened beetwen Sammy and Shelly because they looked close. This 

utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Rita as the hearer continued what Sammy said and laughing on him. 
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Utterance 65 

Rita:  I should do the same with you. 

Ray:  Me on a leash? Oh, sugar! You know you're my baby 

boo. 

Sammy:  Then this means… Shelly may not have a mate after 

all. 

Ray:  You might be right. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Thentthistmeans… Shellytmay notthave 

atmate aftertall included realizing of expressive act. Sammy realized that 

actually beetwen Shelly and Robbie was only friend, no more. This 

utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Ray as the hearer realized that Sammy might be right that Shelly did not 

have a mate. 

Utterance 66 

Rita:  He is. What crazy idea are you trying to pull off this 

time? 

Ray:  Trust me. 

Shelly:  Aaah! Oh, thank you. That was so brave of you. 
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Sammy:  I guess I was finally in the right place at the right 

time. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Ifguess Ifwas finallyfin thefright placefat 

thefrightftime included doubting of expressive act. Sammy had doubts 

about what he had done to meet Shelly, it should be happened naturally. 

This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 67 

Shelly:  What's... What's going on? 

Sammy:  I knew this was a bad idea. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Ittknew thistwas atbadttidea included 

realizing of expressive act. Sammy realized how that was a bad idea, doing 

drama with a shark only for getting Shelly’s attention. This utterance 

categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

Utterance 68 

Shelly:  Oh, I get it. 

Sammy:  After what happened at the secret passage, I wasn't 

sure if... 

Shelly:  If what? 
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Illocutionary Act: the utterance Aftertwhat happenedtat thetsecret 

passage, Itwasn't suretif... included doubting of expressive act. Sammy 

doubted about what happened in the secret passage so Shelly didn't want to 

see him again. This utterance categorized as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Shelly as the hearer was confused with what Sammy said, it was not clear 

yet. 

Utterance 69 

Shelly:  If what? 

Sammy:  If you and l were meant to be. 

Shelly:  Come here, you. 

Ray:  Look at me. I'm getting all blubbery and soft-shelled. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance If you and l were meant to be included 

doubting of expressive act. Sammy doubted that after what happened in the 

secret passage, he could not meet her anymore. This utterance categorized 

as expresssive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: This Sammy's utterance was addressed to the hearer. 

Shelly as the hearer asked Sammy to get close to her to take her hand and 

Shelly smiled to Sammy. 

Utterance 70 
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Ray:  Go for it. 

Baby hatchling:  Hello? Hello? Is anybody up there? 

Sammy:  Hi there. 

Illocutionary Act: the utterance Hi there included greeting of expressive 

act. Sammy was greeting a new born baby turtle. This utterance categorized 

as expressive act. 

Perlocutionary Act: - 

5. Declaratives 

Declarative these are the words and expressions that change the world 

with their utterances. The types of declarative are excommunication, 

declarations of war, firing, christening.  

Utterance 1 

Shelly:  It's just a scratch. Are you as hungry as I am? 

Sammy: Hungrier! 

Illocutionary act: the utterance Hungrier! Included christening of 

declaratvie act. Christening can be defined by naming a person. Sammy 

named Shelly a hungrier because she got hungry easily. This utterance 

categorized as declarative act 

Perlocutionary act: -


